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Holland City News.
' U»W

VOL.

HOLLAND, MICE., SATURDAY, OCTOBER

VI.— NO. 36.

DEID8EMA

li Furniture
ditg ^ca'is. vertisement.
A

WEEKLY NEWSPAPEB,

QroMitli-

•

-

•

stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.

HIOilSAN,

DOESBUBa, Editor and

0. J.

TIBM3 Of SUBSCSIPTiOH

G. J., Family Supply Store;
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.

A

Publisher.
Qisiral Dealsri.

$2.00 pir jur 1b

Clothingand Feed; River street.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Ono

square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for ilrst; 1Insertion,and 85 cents for each subse
quent Insertion for any period nufler three

months.
| 3 M.
1

Square ............... 350

14

.................. 5 00
................. 8 00
.................. 10 00
............... 17 00
................. 25 00

“
“
Column
X1 “
“
2
3

6 M. 1 1 Y.
5 00

8
800 10
10 00 17
17 00 25
25 00 40
40 00 65

00
00
00
00
00
00

....

**
“
4‘

remedied by appointing a patrol of about

“

D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
bench, dry ................. 2 50
_L Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and conveyv •• green ................2 25
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Hemlock Bark ..................... <&4 00
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. felt) 00
... .....
12 00
Y 7AN PUTTEN G,, General Dealers, In Dry Staves, Tierce,
fe 2
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps, Heading bolts, soft wood
Heading bolts, hardwood ............
2 75
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Stave bolts, softwood ....................... 2 25
Stave bolts,hardwood ................... 8 00
Bardvari.
Railroad ties ................................
12
2 00
rAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer In GeneralHard- Shingles, A ty m ......................

“

V

r

.

Livery and Sals Stables.

@

Corn, shelled w bushel ............
Livery and Sale Stable. Oats, V bushel .....................
Buckwheat, $ bushel .............
OfflceandbarnoD Market street. Everything
lines,$2.00 per annum.
Bran, $ ton ............... .......
first-class.
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pubFeed. ton ............ .........
lished withoutcharge.
100 1b
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Office of Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9ih Barley, $ 100 lb ............. /
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
Middling, £ 100 lb ............
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z Z sig- street, near Market.
Flour, #100 lbnify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Pearl Barley, # 100 lb ..............3 00
LIqu cr.Dealen.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly

TYOONE A ALBERTI,

D

.

@
fe

.

li

UPEN

“

r\IJKEMA

Sunday, June

Effect^

21,

Trains.

lJ

1877.

basis. Now the

“

opinion is developed. Half the number

who have

1 10
50
25
60
15 00
22 00
1 25
1 10
1 25
3 25
4 00

©7

special

1

“ “
&
Chicago.
“ “

D.

IIUTKAUW., New Meat

Buffalo

|

1.05

f

5.10“
8.15

a.

m.
41

12.15 p. m.
*12.20 p. m.

p.m. i 9.45“ “

*2.05

Market, near corner
Jj Eifhth and Fish Street. A!! kind* of sausages constantly on handi

TT'UITB,J., Dealer

in all kinds of meats and
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

iV

• Mixed trains.
YTAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
X Daily except Saturday.
and twine; 8th street.
| Mondays only.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
Xmiutorloi, Hilli, Shop*, Xte.
time, which is
minutes later than Oolumbna
time.
W. H., Manufacturerof Plows, By
improved machinery is enabled to sell the
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
Mich. Lake Shore BailBoad.
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
Taken Effect, Monday, May 29, 1870.

A new

STATIONS.

m. p. m.
8 00 12 15

p.

7
7
6
5
5
8

Mnskeeon
PerryBDurg
Grand Haven
'Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

11 41
11 36
30 11 07
55 10 40
07 10 18
980
55
25
15

Ooiar

South.

No.!
p. m.

No.l
a. m.

1
2
2
2
3
8
4

45

7
8
8
9
11
55 11
45 1

18
23
58
85

50
40
50
40
15
45
15

business £Hwrt0nj.
Attoniyi.

TJOWARD, M.

XI

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

Notary Public; River street.

BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor st
ivl Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11,

Vfi C

River street.

Q

HERBURNE, S.

W., Blendon, Mich., Attorney
Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosureof Mortgages and collections.
Office in the Village of Zeelana at the Store of A.
Bolks A Bros.

O

at

Mowing Machines* cor.

for

10th A River street.

JAUELS, VAN POTTEN A CO.,

L

use sms
And a

full line

of all kinds of

At the lowest prices

Proprietors

lucsm

rouble.

FOR GASH.

(

Steam Saw and Flour

H.

MEYER

'&

CO.,

Why

_

not piake the deliberate carrying

off of the

pails payable by a

One man ought

fine

of

$5.

to be appointed by the city

every year, to attend to the distribution of

such pails.

silver has caused

The

bill itself

In

passage.”

its

Why

have J, Trlmpe, Vennema, Harri-

son, the new school house, and Kenyon's

regard to the present fluctuation of

now, and quite a number more whose
Seymour said: “You lessen names I have forgotten, had Are?
of anything when you lessen its
Because there was no chimney sweeper.

silver, Mr.
the value

use. The chief use of sliver all over the
world

looking toward the demonetizationof

and

much.

but not very

I

silver were restored to

monetary system,
would be

The

I

its

am

as valuable

effect of a

-

somewhat

A

double standard

was

it

ever

is

that each

making valuable
clocks they have what they call a com
pensationpendulum. Oue kind of meta
regulates the other. In

and the other expands with the

Ysriations in the weather, and thus a per

An

idea like

that, I think, was in the minds of those

who made
coinage.

gold and silver the basis of our
It

has not operated badly.

who have studied the subject

the result of both being the reconstruction

of the ten kingdoms which formed the

Roman empire of Augustus

Cffisar.

Then

shall arise Antichrist,In the person of a

who

nobody,

fount

their duty to fully inform and educate the

public mind before they secured the en-

us.”

Apocalypse.The Bonaparte
family are going to be In business about
this period. CardinalLuclen is to be the
next pope, and bis young cousin, the
prince imperial, will ascend the French
throne under ultramontaneinfluences.
The present war will go on, and a new
one arise between France and Garmany,
aid from the

shall become a great king,

I

that a change was desirable,It was clearly

actment of the law. As

Baxter is making

ecies of Daniel and Zechariah, with a lltlo

inclined to think
as

named

preacher

England happy by Interpreting the proph-

old place in our

now

15, 1877.

Antichrist's Program.

doubt If any other

commodity, not excepting gold, could
stand as firm against such an attack. I

it

Holland, Oct.

sli-

the United States nec

essarlly diminished its value

-

M. P. Visseh.

coin, A general movement

is for

according to the prophet Daniel. This
role

is

by

likely to be assumed

Jerome Napoleon,— and

the

Prince

above require-

ments for the character are satisfied well
enough In him; bet how

to become

is be

it is,

V

1873 no such danger would

NOTICE.

could assign these

law.

many people
Mills J near foot of 8th street.
River Street. think that this is a movement of the creditor class against the debtor class to make
\7ERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
V Phoenix Planing XU1. All kinds of build- Just opened a very large and assorted more onerous the burdens of debt; but
stock of Plain and Fancy Dress Goods, in
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
fact, a complete and heavy stock of fall the bondholders and other creditors must
Rotary Futilei
and winter goods of every description— be careful lest they go too far. They canid ladies
such as flannels,merinos, gents’ and
DOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Inraranoe underwear— an assortment of children’s not afford to provoke the antagonismof
1 Agent, Notary Pabllo and Conyeyanoer;Ool- hosiery unsurpassedin Western Michigan, the debtor class. They are entitled to all
lections made in Holland and vielnlty.
and an endless variety of notions. I also that law and equity give them, but, if
T> OOST, John A. Notary Public. Office In Cora- keep the Domestic Patterns for the estheir contract is for payment In coin, it is
It mon Council Roomr, Van Landegeuds block, pecial accommodationof the ladies.
Eighth street.
not for them to dictate the kind of coin.
D. BERTSCH.
The restoration of silver to its old place la
YI7AL8H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
V
and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug
That excellent Japan Tea at 50 cents a our system will not cure the evils which
Store, bth street.
pound is having a tremendous run. Also,
its demonetization produced. Remonetia large stock of horse blankets cheaper
PhyiioUai
zation may even have the effect of imthan ever, at
^NNIS^T. E.^PhjrslcUn; residence, opposite
pairing our credit. But for the law of
P. & A. STEKETEE.
of Pluaosr Mills:

who

refusal, prosecute them under the State

the people were wholly ignorant of the

those

FURNITURE
8S-4w

lV8oT»c?.t^rU«^r^cUne-

River street.

im

or

and

every year,

Why not lead the water from H. D.
was smuggled Post’s land into the city, and, if necessary,
through Congress. I do not mean by that
In case of a fire, let one engine supply the
to cast reflectionon those who introduced
other. This could be managed with a box,
or voted for it, but what I mean is that
of which the cost would not exceed |5.
»

contrtfcts

Frames, Motto's, Etc.

U

North.
No. 2

the other half,

feet balance is preserved.

TVEMING,

No.l

Stock of

Carpets, Oil Cloths, Picture

W

OolBC

BRRTBCH.

FURNITURE!!

Y

with

the demonetizationof

ver jp Europe

Y

New

contributed their efforts toward

are at variance

.

Niroha&t Tailor*

I'

basis ?

men

people to work, and in cose of absolute

and on that question a great diversity of

$0tircs.
1.15 a.m. T) OSMAN, J. W., Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
Xi in ready made clothing and Genu’ Furnish
f5.15 “ “
ing Goods.
9.35 p. in.
3.20 p. m.
1 have just received and added to my
\70RST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchus- stock a lot of carpet/ which I offer
* 2.30 p. m.
ed elsewhere, willbecnttoorder. Repairing
cheaper than anything ever offered before
Muskegon, Pentwater
promptly attendedto. River street.
in Holland. Come and see them before
& Big Rapids. 11.15 a. m.
5.25 a. m.
Most Ksrkiti.
you purchase elsewhere.
| 9.30 p. in.
8.25 p. in.

“
“ “
“

Grand Rapids. *10.15 a. m.
12.00 “ “

question is forced

scope of the law at the time of

“

&

new

20

specie

to a

upon us. What constitutesn specie

“

Leave
Holland.

Arrive at
Holland.

©

•*

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore B. B.
Taken

and practicabilityof returning

II AGE. Wm., Dealer In all kinds of Honors,
Beef, dressed per 0) ..................... 5 fe
Beer, Oidar, Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and keepPork,
.......... ....... fe6
er of a fine Pool Table, No. 50 Eighth street.
Lard .................................
10 fe
Smoked Meat ...........................
fell
Wigo&aaheu ani BUckinithi.
Ham ............................
8 @ 9
Shoulder* ........... ..........
J.
C. Wagon and Blacksmith Tallow, per lb ..........................
fe 6
Shop. Horse-ehoeingand all kinds of repair- Turkeys.
...........................
10 fell
ing done. Eighth Street a lew door* west of River. Chickens, dressed per lb ................ fe 8

X

to see the necessity

disseminatingsound financial doctrines

drain, Feed, Eto.
Wheat, white $ bushel ... ... new $

street.

country had been made

M

......

.....

ware; cor, Eighth and River

pit pittU

The cost would be only 25 cents per
chimney. A mason wonld be the right

..

lb

'TM5 ROLLER,

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three

on the Silrer
.

296.

,

1NUURSEMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
iJ Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps,

/OB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NBATLT DONE.

Vim

QuMtion.

NO.

person for this, and could inspect every
New York, Oct. 12.— The Sun’s Utica
chimney at the same time.
Apples, N bushel .................$ 36
special gives an interview with Horatio
Beans, bushel ...................9 0O
Why should the stores furnish pails
Seymour; “I think,” he said, “that the
Butter, ^ lb ......................
alone?
It Is every one’s duty to help In
Cloverseed,$ lb ........ .......
demonetizationof silver was an unfortunEggs, dozen.. .................
case of fire, because we cannot rely on the
Honey, fl lb.
ate thing. It is of no particular conseAre engines alone.
800
Hay, v ton ......
quence whether it was right or wrong in
1 00
Onions, fl bushel ..
Why do we see so many spectators at a
30 (c
35
Potatoes, V bushel .............
itself, it was untimely.It involved a
Timothy Seed, V bushel .........
fire, without rendering assistance?
Wool, V
........ ..........
question with which the people had not
The reason of this is, that most of them
Wood, Stavei, Eto,
been made familiar. We were going along
don’t know what-to do. This might he
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................$800
in the right directionbefore that. The
green
............2 75
.

rpE VAARWBRK,

OFFICE : VAN LANDEOENO’S BLOCK.

Horatio Biymour’i

Our gptltfK

dill

Produce, Etc-

T?LIBT8TRA.a., Groceriesand Supplies; a
JD ready market for country produce; a choice

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

HOLLAND CITY,

J. M., Jt SON, General Dealers in
A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-

WHOLE

20, 1877.

AA

t 411

.

now

threaten

;

the sovereignof some small state hi Asia

Minor, as Baxter stipulates? However,
—letting that pass,— Antichrist

quer the world, make a

is

to con-

seven-years

covenant with the Jews, and rule disreput-

when another and
whb masqueradeslu

ably for half that time,
the great Antichrist,

prophecy as “the
set siege to

'little horn/1 Is to arise,

Jerusalem and meet his Sedan

in the battle of

Armageddon.It will take

seven months to clear away the mountains
of

dead bodies that will be heaped

this

conflict.After

up

in

all this Christ will ap-

pear bodily on the Mount of Olivet, and
begin bis thousand-years’ reign upon earth.
At that time 144,000 Christians,— the elect,

—will be

translated,

and there will be

more conversionsto the truth in one gen-

The undenigned, Dr. L. E. Best, having
I asked, “Would you have the sliver
eration than have been made in 6,000
the Holland colony, offers his
lakariit.
Xj corner Eleventh and River street opposite services as a Physician,Burgeon and Ac- dollar of the same value as the gold dollar,
years. If it can be done ao easy a that,
public square.
pESSINK,^ J.^Proprietro^Olty^Ba^rjr
coucheur to the public at large, and or would you have two standardsas well
why can’t we have it done now, and right
Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office, whereas he pays particular attention to as two coins?”
this line served on-call;Eighth street!limeDt*
IvX over E. Ubbold’s Boot and Shoe Store, chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
along?- the world wonld certainly be
Eighth street
“I would have them of an equal value,
much pleasanterto live in. But Baxter
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
Banking and Exchan |.
gCHOIJTEN, R^Clgr^hysiciMi. Office at D. City ot Holland, on Saturday of each week, if possible, but the determinationof that
does not touch on this point, and, like all
TTENYON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m. value is part of the problem. As I have
IX. Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and
other expounders he doesn’t take the
until 4 p. m.
River streets.
tried to explain, the value which silver
Fkotomykir.
United States into considerationat all.
L. E. BEST, M. D.
would htve if it were restored to Us old
JJIGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer,GalId fact, it seemi that the Hebrew prophets,
Bsrbsri.
Overysel, Sept. 22, 1877.
lery opposite this office.
place cannot be escertainedby the price
who could see the end of thq world In
T\E GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
Hard times can’t effect the following it brings now that it is demonetized.I detail, couldn't ice across the Atlantic at
shampoonlng.hair-dyeing, etc., done at realaillm.
rices: Good undershirtsand drawers at desire the restoration of silver not as a
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
tM-Spring/Idd Republican.
14-ly
I7AUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer in
cents a pair; and a large and assorted
means of avoiding the payment of any
Harneee,
Trunk*,
Saddles and Whip*; stock of prints st only 0 cents a yard, at
locks ud Itatloairj.
Eighth street.
part of our just debts, but because silver is
How toShlas.
P. & A. STEKETEE.
TT’ ANTER8, L. T. Dealer In Books, Stationgetting to be one of the great products of
liuiif
VaeUtM.
JV ery, Cigars,Notions and Toye, opposf
Perhaps no questionof domestic econDr, Shiloh11 8 System VUalixer,
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
our country, and it it not desirablethat
J^ANTERS, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Alleomy
is so often asked, and so seldom anYTt are authorized to guaranteethis rem
the uses of any of our great products
Boots ail flhou.
chine?^8Dalai* In needle* and attachment*
swered satisfactorily,as how to give linen
edy for the cure of dyspepsia, Inactive
should be lessened.”
TTEROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer In
Liver, Sour Stomach, Constipation,Loss
that beautiful finish peculiar to fine launTobacco
sad
OI|Ut.
XX Boots and 8htoes, Leather. Findings,etc.;
of Appetite, Coming up of Food, Yellow
dry work, the eecretof which, laundryEighth street.
nPE ROLLER, O. J., General dealer in Tobacco, Skin, and General Languor and Debility. For the Holland (My Ntw.
men are so careful in keeping. Mr. J. B.
You must acknowledge that thia would be
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Elf bth street.
Oostist.
To Htioi&ats.
Dobbins, of Philadelphia,who long ago
ruinous unless we had positive evidence
BE D. M. Dental Sorgeon; residenceand ofWatchci ul Jcwilry.
that it will eur*. You who are suffering
Mb. Editor:- Our recent Are prompted achieved a reputation for manufacturing
UT flee on Eighth Street, oppositeBakker A
from these complaints, these words, are
Van Raalte.
me
to ask for a little room in your paper good goods, seing this great want, has, for
TOSLIN A BRBYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, addressed— and will yon continueto suffer
TT'ERGUSON B. K. Dental Surgeon. Performs J and dealera In Fancy Goods ; Corner of Mara long time been engaged in a series of
when you can be cured on such terms! It to address myself to the public.
1? all operation*appertainingto D
Dentistry In ket and Eighth Street.
experiments,
with s view of perfecting an
the beat style of the 'art. Office, up stain next
Is for you to determine. Sample bottle, 10
Why did Kenyon’s Hall burn?

T BDEBOER, B. Physician and Surgeon:

_

U

Hotel.

V

Office settled in

_

X

door to Post

Office.
firagi

T'uOESBURG.

14~ly

aid ksdioUti.

J&rffcttO.

O., Dealer In Drugs and Medlclues, Paint* and Oils, Broshe*.Ac. Physician1*prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth at.

U

J.

EENG8,

D. R., DruB Stow. Fine Drug*, Medclues, Fancy Goods, Toilet Article* and Perfumeries. Eighth street.

xvA

i

VAN

PUTTEN, Wm.,

cents; regular size 75 cents. Sold by J.
O. Doesburg,No. 70, Eighth street, and

Wm. Van

lyjEYER,

H. A GO., Dealers In all kinds of

pump

articlefor family use best adapted to this

purpose, resulting in whst

is

known

as

Dobbins’ ElectricStarch Poliah. We
Mich.
Because
there were no pails on hand. have tried this Polish, and find it most
2. 0. of 0. F.
50,000 die annually by neglecting
extraordinary,and we think are doing
eading to Every bouse should have two palls with
Cough, Cold or Croup, often leadli
of^F^w? ^lU?^;m^ndg5nit°Odedr Consumption and the grave. Why will the owner’s names thereon and the whole our friend* a substantial service in making
Fellowi Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Erening
known this valuable article, so much
you neglect so importanta matter when expense wonld be 85 cents.
of each week

B.

Visitingothers are cordially invlied.

R. A. Scuootxn, N. G.

Faraitun-

street,

fire department can’t

?

you can get at our store Shiloh'sOontumpWhy could not we get on the top of isv
Uon Cure, with the assurance ot a speedy
N. W. Bacon, R.
*
eral buildings?
recovery. For soreness across the Chest
Because we have not got ladders enough
or Lungs orXame Back or Side, BhUoh't
Porous Plaster gives prompt relief. Sold lo the city. Everybody can make one at
F. A A. M.
by J. O. Doesburg,No. 70, Elghlh street
the cost of 80 cents.
A RaauLAB Communicationof Unity Lome.
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall, and Wm. Van Putten, River street, Hop
Why can’t the city have a chimneyHolland, Mlch^ on^Wednesday evening, Oct. land, Mich.
Fursweep, and sweep every chimney clean
Hackmbtack, -a popular and fragrant
J. 8. Busks, W. M.
twice a year?
perfume. Sold by the above dealers.
O. B REYMAN, Ssc'y.

Dealer in Drugs, Medl-

See advertisement.

Fatten, River

Because the

Holland, water out of insufficientwells.
Why was not the fire stopped

0C0CJ,

.

.

needed in every well regulated family.

We

understand that a number of inferior

We would
our friends to ask for
Dobbins'. It not only gives to linen a
beautiful finish, but laves much time and
labor in Ironing, and thus it saves women.
articles

are offered for sale.

therefore caution

—Toledo

Ijlade,

March 9.

and Americanstiiroughout the county have ports that the bulk of the Montenegrinarmy
OF
INDIAN WAR.
abandoned their homea and fled to El Paao for has been dismissedto sow the crops, f'
tafety, Judge Howard, who killed Louis CorA dispatch from Moscow, dated QtL 17, says The Campaign Against the Nei Perce sdis, succeeded in making 'his escape to MessilGaM. Miles* Brilliant but Dearly- Purprivate
telegrams received there state that on
a, wherthe still remain
. — ns. Cordis is said to
chased Victory.
have been the leader of the mob, Who are all Monday the Russians attackedMukhtar Pasha’s
amre (fesperate and threateningin odtaaequenoe new petitions. The Caucasian grenad
[From the Chicago Tribuniij
of his death. A large number of outlaws are stormed Alwias hill, forming the key to
After 257 years of incessant warfare
encamped near the county-seatThey declare the Turkish position. A two hoars’ eu^a^
with the Indiana in every part of the
they will fight the troops if the latter attempt
United States, commenced by that galto m^e arrests. Judge Blaker is en rente
from Fort Plavis with troops to restore order.
The Russians pursued. The Turks lost many lant and godly old Indian fighter, Ames
A Washington telegram to the Chicago IV»- prisoners, cannon, and rifles, and a Quantityof Sfcandiflh, and concluded by another

END

tm.
HOLLAND

CITY,

MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
k*

,

.*

)

.

>

-Tidi eadt. '

.7

Imne says

; V

An Indiana

.

gentleman
. _
lan 1 of
of prorai-

THE

provisions.

manner talked the matter over,
and each felt that no one was to blame
for the drcumitanoes.The , parties
~wwetu*, to
w leave the wile ___
agreed,, however,,
for _
a
few days, End at an appointed hour and
x
moment the three should meet
and the
wife should decide whose wife she would
be. The decision was to be final, and
the man not received should leave the
vicinity. With this arrangementeach,
oomphed. The decisive moment, the
friendly

UJ

_

awed, and the woman
decided
that he who had been her first
dicted all the officersof the Merchants’ Loan
South Americanadvices report the death of dian wan seems to be at hand. Unless husband should be her last. The other
Morton can never again .come to Washington.
and Ttaist Company for conspiracyin removing He gives the following
ig description of his
his pres- Henry Meiggs the great railway builder. Melggs every sign fails, the limits of Tudfan
procured his divorce and left for other
the assets of the bank after it failed....OoL ent
— -—
condition
v.u .
: With
ii uM the exception of Migm
alight
ware on this continent by the people of
prte.
John W. Forney has sold the Philadelphia •otivity inhis arms, Senator Morton’s body is was a native of New York, and years old. In
1870 he contracted with Peru to build six rail- the United States will be 1620 on the
Press for 1180,000.i OoL W, W. Kevin is the PTOticallydead below^ie chin, and it is with
ways for $125,000,000,and was engaged in one hand and 1877 on the other. .
.
' Analysis of Petroleum. J !/
. .The remains of thegallant Custer
difficultythat nourishment of any kind eanbe
completing the last of them when prostrated ingthe past two years, the most formidwere interred
*. on the 11th Administeredto him.” The sick ‘Senator was
reed at West Point, N.
N. Y.
Anything
in relation to petroleum is
by sickness. ...It is stated in a London disinst About 2,000 people were in attendance, removed last week from Richmond
d to
to Indianable conflictehave been with the Sioux presumed to be interesting at the prespatch that all immediate apprehensionsof famand the funeral ceremonies were quite im opolis.
ine in Northern India next year naa passed under Sitting Boll and the NezPereea ent time, and for this reason it may not
„
A telegram from the Chicago Time*' cor- away, though high prices and some pressure under Chief Joeeph. After the massacre
be out of place to notice that the chemA QUisnoN of executive privil^e has come respondent with the Sitting Boll Commission on the poor will remain nntil the spring crop
of Custer’s command, in June, 1876, and ical constituentsof rock oil are carbon
up In connectionwith the Investigationby1 the) brings informationthat the fugitive chieftain is assured ____ A terriblemine explosion,re- Reno’s defense of himself, the Sioux
and hydrogen, generally ninety parts
sulting in the death of forty persons, has ocPittsburgh Grand Jury of the facts and circum* has consented to meet and treat with the comwere followed up and punished so se- carbon and ten parts hydrogen, by
curred
in Lancashire, England.
stancesof the July riot Snbpenae have been mission st Fort Walsh. Sitting Bull has with
verely that Sitting Bull, with a portion weight The proportionsform about an
A Paris telegram says that 41 Gambetta has
served upon various State
te officials,
officials, including
him fifty Nez Feroes warriors, who escaped
Gev. Hartranft commanding them to appear from the Bear's Paw fight, and their case may been sentencedto three months' imprisonment of his command, finally fled over the equal bulk, carbon being heavy while
border into Canada for protection,where hydrogen is light and volatile. Originand testify.They have seen fit to discbey the possibly oomplicatethe doties of the commisand to pay a fine of $800 for placardinghis resummons, advised thereto by the Attorney sion somewhat
he has already succeeded so well in pro- ally, they both existed os gases, and by
cent address to the electors of his arondisseGeneral,and the Grand Jury thereupon has
WASHINGTON. mt n
ment. The printer of the address was sen- voking the Canadians that they are their union they form protocarburetof
asked that they be adjudged guilty of contempt
The President and severalmembers of the tenced to fifteendays’ imprisonment and to pay ready to give him np. The rest of his hydrogen, which, being condensed,forms
warriors have already been corraled, naphtha, or light volatile oil, and, after
U. Gilman, the extensiveforger (
Cabinetattended the MarylandFair, at Fredsurance scrip, pleaded guilty In a New York rick, last week.
One Bedel, claiming to be an American citi- Lame Deer having surrendered early in the escape of a portion of hydrogen, the
id was sentenced to five years in
i the
September with the last of the flock,
Columbus Delano, formerly Secretaryof the zen, rendered himself conspionous in the
SUtopSL
thus
entirely clearing the Black Hills
French
electoral
contest,
was
expelled
from
the
Thx amount necessaryto procure the trans- Interior, was caned in the streets of Washing- country by order of the Government,and has and Big Horn counter of all the hostile
, i~z ---- bitumen, pitch
ton,
the
other
day,
by
ex-Jndge
Wright,
of
Inportationfrom Egypt of the obelisk presented
sought reparationthrough the American lega- Sioux. The next tribe to engage the
asphaltum, the
•wjpuaatuiu,
me
highest stages
uigueBb
suiges oi
of condiana.
Wright,
it
seems,
was
indicted
for
tion at Paris.
by the Khedive to the dty of New York has
attention of the military authoritieswas densationbeing cannel, bituminous and
been subscribed. The monument is the eom fraud some years ago, and attributeshis illThe election in France for members of the the Nez Perces, who, early in the sumanthracite coal. The diamond is the
panion and counterpartof Cleopatra’sNeedle, fortune to Delano.
¥
.Gen. McMillan,
of LonisiChamber of Deputies has resulted in a signal mer, under their Chief Joseph, comand will cost tl00,000 to bring over.
purest state ef solidified carbon, and is
oo^Ud ted11 &ppoi-Dte{?^IjytoAgnt for the victory for the Republicans, who have suc- menced an indiscriminate massacre of
uQu.iwoo *vi uic ouuuiwest, with
Chablks H. Wobthen, late an employe of the
probably a crystalizationof carbonic
headquartersat New Orleans,succeeding label ceeded in securing a fair working majority. white settlers in Oregon. Their raids
acid gas, unadulterated by hydrogen.
firm of Field, Leiter & Co., of Chicago, has
(colored), whose bond was 'defective.?. ^The It remains to be seen, however, whether the
assumed at last such a desperate, and at Coal oil is artificially produced byconrecovered a verdictin the MassaohmettsSu- administratii
----- ion will do its utmost to secure an Marshal-President,backed as he is by all the the same time such a successful, characverging coal into gas, adding a proper
preme Court of 118,300, against the Grand appropriationof at least 1200,000 for the pur- monarchical and anti-Republicah eleter thet Gen. Howard at once com- equivalentof hydrogen and then con
poses of the Paris Exposition.
Trunk railway, for the loss of aalee
leg.
ments of tho nation, will submit
The deficiency of the Navy Department is gracefullyto’ the people’s verdict..... menced operationsso as not only densing the gas. Iron, sulphuric acid
THE WEST.
to protect the whites but to pre- and water, when placed in contact, give
about $2,009,000 ; that of the Department of A largo private bank in 'Vienna, Austria, has
Almost the entire business portion of the
failed, with
liabilities
of £1,500,600.• « • Wi
**** **•*#%*•
Vv Al ID
vent other hostile Indians from joining off hydrogen gas. Burning charcoal
Justice about $250, 000.... Secretary Schurz
threatenedbetween Great Britainand Afghan- them. The first serious encounter
villageof Vacaville, Solano county, Cal, togives off carbonic acid gas. Mix these
asks for $33,000 to repair the damage sus- istan. . .A Berlin dispatch says the total fosses
tained at the Interior Department by the re- by the failure of the fiitterschattlicheBank, of with them was the attack made by Gen. gases in proper proportion,subject them
cent fire.
Stettin, will probably amount to over 15,000,000 Gibbon at Big Hole, which resulted so to heat under confinement, then allow
marks.
A terrible gale swept over Eugland, disastrouslyto the latter’s command. the heated gas to escape through water,
The
Democratic
caucus
for
the
nomination
twenty-four Western railroad com panics during
Irelandand Scotland" on the night of the 14th Twenty-nineofficers and privates were
the month of September aggregate f8, 443,972, of officers of the House of Representatives
and the condensation will produce carfast.,doing immense damage to property on killed and forty wounded. The Indians
against 17,186.872daring the corresponding was held on the evening of Saturday, Oct. 13,
bon oil on the surface of the water, but
land and sea.
month last year. The inorease is $1,307,100. Hiester Clymer, of Pennsylvania, presiding.
escaped and made their way north. it will cost about ten dollars a gallon,
A report comes from San Domingo,to the
The greatest increase was in the earningsof For the Speakership,Randall, Sayler and Goode
Thoroughly organized pursuit was made even if you get through without an exthe Chicago, Milwaukee and St Paul road. were
nominated,
the
names V/A
of Morrison
..
......
***** mimaauo
AIWA AADVA1 anff
OUU effect that a revolution is in full progressagiust to prevent their reaching the British
plosion.— Osceoto Reveille.
Nine of the twenty-four roads suffered a de- Cox hiving been prenourfy ^thdrwm from
tho Baez Government
•ossessions,which was evidently their
crease as compared with the same month in the contest. Randall received the domination
1876.
/
lestination.Four columns under Gen.
' Curious Judgment In Bengal.
on the first ballot, the vote standing : Randall,
PROCEEDINGS OF CONGRESS. Howard. Col Sturges. Gen. Merritt am
A convention for furthering the improve- 107 ; Goode, 23 ; Sayler, 12. The canons made
A somewhat startling and rather curiGen. Miles, closely followed them. On ous judgment was recently deliveredby
ment of the navigationof the Upper Missis- the nomination unanimous. John G. ThompMonday, Ocfe 15. — Senate. — Senators were
son, of Ohio, was renominated for Serthe 28th of August Gen. Howard came a SessionsJudge in one of the Bengal
sippi river was in session at St Paul last week.
geant-at-Arms by acclamation.Adams early in their places, and the usual bustle atResolutions were adopted urging upon Con- was renominatedfor Clerk on the tending the opening of the session prevailed... .The up with them, but they escaped him. districts. Four persons were brought
Meanwhile they had flanked Sturges,but beiore him on a charge of murder, and
gress the necessity of an appropriation
sufficient first ballot There were three baUotofor Dooroath of office was administered to Stanley Matthews
to Secure good nkvigaiioofrom the falls of St keeper, resulting in the choice of Col Polk, of (OhioL elected in the place of John Sherman, re- he followed them so closely that he were duly convicted;but in passing senAuthony to the Gulf of Mexico, and indorsing Missouri. J. M. Stewart, of Virginia, was nom- signed; Don Oaipfron, in place of Simon Cam- caught np with them on the Yellowstone, tence the Judge apparently found himthe building of levees by the General Govern- inated on the first ballot for re-electionas
and on the 14th nit. had a desperate self ill a difficulty. 44 There is no
mect....Tbe Chicago papers chronicle the Postmaster.Rev. Dr. Poisel, of the Southern
fight with them on Canon creek, in doubt,” said he, “that all four are
O’Hara, a prominentcitizen Methodist Church, was nbminatedftir Chapand leading Democratic politician.
which he punished them severely, qap- guilty of murder, and are, therefore,
lain.
Adams promptly at 13 o'elook. The roU of members tured a large portion of their herds' and liable to be hanged; but I do not think
A singularly horriblo tragedy was enacted
POLITICAL,
by States was caUed, Ijegtanlng.with Maine. When stock, and drove them several mifee. it is necessarv for four lives to be taken
in A Chicago hotel a few days ago. A man
The Democrats have carried Ohto by a mame, but that one case of capital punnamed J. M. Gladden, hailing from Iowa, jority, of about 25^)00, aiyl secured a majority Louisiana was reached, the Gink said that three sets They succeeded, however, in escaping
e# returns had been waived |rom that SUte-the Sturges, and kept on their northerly
ishment will be enough for example !”
murdered a married woman, the wife of one
in the Legislatoreof about; forty on joint bal- “first ''signed by John Mcfcnery. Ai lfa,Ttfc&ery
course .until the 80th nit, when Gen. Although, in addition to this, he said
Bell, with whom he had been criminallyintiwas Meter recognized a de facto Governor, the
mate, by cutting her throat and then ended lot which insuresa DemocraticUnited States ontiAaatefrMgned
Miles surprisedthem coming out of the farther on that (< all four seem to have
by
him
would
not
be
considered.
his owb life by the same means. ;. iTbeHanees Senator in place of Stanley Matthews.... In The second set was signed by W. P. Kellogg, and Be&r’a Paw mountains, in
a,
the' extreme been equally active,” yet he concluded
Iowa the Republican majorityis between 40, 000 readied Oe Clerk at difffent ties and by dMmnt
ll. a m
J __i
1
and 50,000, aitf the Legislaturelargely Repute. channels.' In segard to Aha latter,Olerk Adams northern part of Montana and near the by sentencingthe apparently oldest and
said that the oentfloatessigned wew not in com- British frontier. A desperate battle en- strongest of the prisoners to death, and
--- —
a/auva* A OTUAX1U 14 Alii UU*
A large meeting of New York Republicans, pliance with tbs laws of Louisiana, and therefore sued, lasting all day, in which twenty- the other three to imprisonment for life.
hers, and hit father, a wealthy citizen of
three of Geo. Miles’ command were killed On an appeal to the High Court the sencalled for the purpose of indorsing President
and forty-four wounded, the Indians tence was not confirmed. Yet such is
Hayes, was held in Cooper Institute mwiifigit
by F. O. NichoDs, as Governor, was in duefonn
but week. Prof. Dwight, 61 Columbia Law and In accordance with the lava of Louis- losing seventeen killed,among them five the reading of the law by some of the
where he had sold a drovo of cattle for $20,000, School, presided. George TYilliam Curtis was iana, and the names of the members holding of their chiefs. The {tattle was kept up Indian Judges.
aoi his conduet when captured is accounted the principal speaker. Resolutions strongly the certificatessigned by Nicholls bad beenplacec for five days, the Indians fortifying tilei
the rolls. When Colorado was reached Adams
for the jiroqthseis that he supposed he had indorsing the national administration were on
positions in deep ravines with well-con
Turks and Temperance.
said he had excluded the names of Messrs. Belford
fallen in the nan4s of robbers,and was deter- adopted.
and Patterson,both claiming seats from that State. structed rifle-pits and fighting with the
The
unspeakable
Turk is doing his
mined to resist to the end.
The Republicans of the Black Hills recently There were 387 members present.' Samuel J. Ran- courage of desperation,Gen. Males’
share of the missionary work of the
Another of the Union Pacific train robbers held a delegate conventionat Deadwood,chose dall wsa elected Speaker, receiving 143 votes to
1J3 for James A. Garfield.-The oath of command not being strong enough to world by deliveringone of the greatest
has been arrested to Callaway county, Mo. E. C. Brearly a delegate to Washington, and office was administeredto the Speaker
risk an open attack upon the Indian po- temperance lectures .ever listened to.
His name is James Berry. .^.MUwankee tele- adopted reeolutioneindorsingthe national ad- who then Administered the oJUi to the sition, he investedit with the intention
The intoranee of the Turkish soldiers,
Most of the Sonthem members took the
gram: “J. M. Binckley,Assistant Attorney
The RepublfcanState Com members.
Qualifiedo*th. Objection wm made to swearingin of waiting until either Howard or Sturand the facility with which they remittee
of
Georgia
has
disbanded,
General of the United'States under President
Cain and Rainey, of South Carolina; Darrell,Ham
ges should come np. His investment cover from the most desperate wounds,
Johnson.!
Johnson,
and who has resided in this dtv fora I At a meeting of the German and Independ- and Robertson, of Louisiana, and Fieheco, of California,and those members stood aside. The dele- was made so close that it commanded the are justly attributed to their temperate
ent Citizens’ Committee of New York city, the gates for the Territorieswere all sworn in without
Indians’supply of water.. The Nex Per- habits of eating and their entire ab|ti
other day, it was resolved that both the Demo- objection. Mr. Clymer offereda resolutionelecting,
past has exdted some apprehension.
ces were bagged at last, and, as it was nence from alcoholic drinks. — Toledo
as Clerk, George Jtf. Adams, of Kentucky ; Sergrentcratic and RepublicanState tickets were unat-Arms, John G. Thompson,of Ohio; Door- only a question of a few days at furthest
JiMis Bkaw, the Pacific railroad robber
i f
worthy of support,and the following ticket was keeper, John W. Pott, of Missouri;Postmaster,
captured in Callaway county,Mo., has died of put np : Secretaryof State, John O. Churchill: James M. Stewart, of .Virginia;and M Chaplain, how soon they would be attacked in
The adulterationof olive oil in the
me Rev.
nev. vr.
Dr. sonn
John roisej,
Poisel, oi
of Maryland. Mr. Hale their hole, Ighief Joseph came out and
the wounds inflicted by the Sheriff while ar- Comptroller, Frederick P. Aloott; Treasurer? the
A mm ^ ^ J
• a
*.
William L. Bostxrick;Attorney General, Gran- offeredan amendment substituting for these names surrendered to Gen. Miles. As Gen. Mediterranean countrieshas turned Calreeting'hira.He mado a confessionto the efthose of Jeremiah M. Rusk, of Wisconsin ; N. G.
Howard'didnot come up until after the ifornia plantersto raising peanuts, from
fect Chat (Mins, Mho was killed in Kansas, ville Tremainj State Engineer, Horatio Sey- Ordway, of New Hampshire ; Horace H.
mour, Jr.
planned therobbery ; that the names of the
surrender, and Gen. Sturges had, no which an oil as good as olive is made.
other men vreto correct is now known by the
THE TURKO-RC8SIAN WAR.
part in the five days’ fight, the glory, of
ment was rejected,and the resolutionadopted withExpre^ Company, and that they all traveled
A special correspondent with the Russians out a division. The oath ot office was then admin- the (Mpture belongs to Gen. Miles. None
MABKEFS.
200 miles together, and then separated in
istered to ttwse officers,'MflAAn. Polk and Stewart
squads of two. Berry’S partner went toChlcago. in Asia telegraphsfrom Karajal that Mukhtar taking the modified aath....Alter the drawing of the less are all the twope engage! in
NEW YORK.
the pursuit deserving of credit The Beeveb ...........................$7 75 (312 25
«i O'.-.Ill THE SOUTH*
Pasha has evacuated his position at Kizil Pepe, seats by the members the House adjourned.
Chase has been a longbife,from Oregon Hoas ................. ............5 50 @ 6 00
Tuesday, 6cti 16.— Senate.—A large numThj oottou crop iri the Sooth this season will which was taken from the Russians a few
Cotton ............
.......... 11^® 11^
months ago. and also Subata. in an official ber of bills and petitions were presented and re- to Montana, over trackless wastes, across Fi^jub — Superfine ................. 5 10 ^ 5 60
fall aomewhat short of last year. Picking is
from the
theRu
* *
Wheat-No. 3 Chicago .............1 28 « f 30
telegrami from
Russian headquarters
it is
progressing!rapidly, except in MissiBsippi, in said to have been in consequence ot operations ferred. Among the petition* were many .favoring
Coen— WertertMixed ..........
60
an increaMof the compensationof letter-carriers.
Oats— Mixed.V ...................82
87#
on the 2d and 3d fasti w* the occupation of
Rye—
Western
.......
............
<59
70
new potitionsby the Russian troops, that the Among the bills was one offered by Mr. Beck for
.14 00 @14 30
removal of all disabilitiesimposed by the
especially the Seventh Cavalry, PoBK-New Mesa ........
TnAs abandoned faost of their bositions and fa?
Lahd .......................
9
Fourteenthamendment. Referred. ...Mr. ThurCuster s old regiment, which has lost
7
yaw j iQ'iKtosMppi, 10 per cent less) iin Ar- commenced retreating;1 > :
• CHICAGO. /l
man introduced a bill to amend the PSdflir Railroad
il last year,
Another battle was fought near Kan, in acta, so as to create a sinking fund ifoi; the hqnida- fifteen of its commissionedofficers,but Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 50 £ 5 75
Choice Natives ...........4 75 @ 5 25
tion pf the indebtednessdue to the.Oovemment by we may assume how that there will be
about 25 par
Aaia, on the 10th fast The Turks1 qlaim to
Cows and Heifers ........2 60 <3 8 75
cent]
Mill - ,i!
iii
i'll.!
the Padflc Railroad Companies.. ..Memorials
*1 a ’•iil'ti i 'Mi.'.,>({•
.1
u.l i
Batchers’ Steers. ........ 9 25 g 3 75
from the MissouriLegislature,in favor of the re- no further serious loss of life from InCollector Mott and six revenue officersreMedium to Fair. .........4 00 ® 4 60
moval of the nationaleapital to the Mississippival- dian hostilities. With the corralihg of
ley, and inflation to jjaaUoua^gyatm of levees
cently made a. raid on the moonshinersfa
the Sionx, the surrenderof Sitting Bull,
Burke county, N C., captured two illicit diafate InBollaintroduced a bill 'granting art-ears' of iben- and the capture of Chief Joseph and his
to Choice Spring Ex. 5 GO @ 6 75
ttUera and
— 0~ .mmvwuv
m
md a
a flafga
smotmt of wwmuu
erookedwhisky.
. Spring ..............1 09 @109tf
has alons. Referred... .A bin to establishthe Territory Nez Peroes, the backbone of the Indian
No.
8 Spring ..............1 04 @ 1 04tf
. were
Mar is broken; and thfae are ifa jnore CohN— No. 2.j/..
42
43
all but one
23
p
branch m hit at OmahA. .. .Mr. Rogers, Private Bec- hostiles on the war-path who cannot be Oats— No. ....................... 22
RtB—No.
2.
JJ..i
........
U..T...1..
51
1
V
retary
to the Presldenti'dellvered the message.
' U GENERAL.
easily handled*: *rbfr»lbture of the In- Bablhy— No. .......
68 (4 /»
re^\tof(y^ by .Se^^Gorttem,
Bctteb— Choice Creamery. i .... 28
80
A correspondentwith the Czarowite’shead- dered printed,ana referred.
Th* barge P. O Wiffiams, was driven ashore,
Egos— Fresh. ...... ...............17 (4 18
quarters
in
Bulgaria
telegraphs
as follows:
Hochr.
—
Mr.
Hale,
of
Maine,
called
up
tho
Colorduring the gale, at Leamington,Ont The
PoRK-Mesa ......... ..... a.. ..... 14 50 (414 70
ado election case. Mr. Cot raised a point of order
Laud .............................
8*<4
Captain, four men, and a woman were drowned, “The severe storm of cold wind and rain which
MILWAUKEE. ‘Mil
began a week ago .stillcontinues; The camps that.thsdisputed elections must be considered In wild Indians will, be first-placedin resert .tyiLWUts: The Pioneer Land and Loan
Wheat— No. ...................
.. 1 Utff flip
are literally lakes of mud. All roads are im- ordt^y Objectedto, and the motion1 <fa call up vations upon the 'Missoun and kept there
No. 2..... ................1 11 <4 1 12
of Snn, Francisco, liabilitiesf 1,1>3,000, practicable, except the highway between Biela
Colorado was lost ... A long discussldn took ^lace until they are sufficiently tamed and Cobn-No. 2 ......................
42
48
and Rustchuk. , The sufferingof the soldiers tm the question of swearing in the two Boutli
........ 22 <4 23
subdued to be introduced with safety in- Oats— No. ..........
Una
members,
-Rainey
and
Cain,
whose
names
were
Ryb-No. ......................
.. 52 (4 68
is indescribable. No preparation has been
gut. on the fl^/by, ths cjerL lfr. Cox wanted to the Indiaji TJejritory.To place them n^x-no,
queatlonMf*rred to the Committee on Elec- there now. iith their savage dispositions, but It Was eedtendsd,'smouft others bv
Wheat-No. 3 Red FaU ............1 26 @ 1 27
army in Bulgaria, unless Rustchuk or some
New York, dispatch informs ns that 44 the other fortress surrenders.’’,-,..The Geahoff two Democvata, Messrs. Milos and Potter, that tions, would be like oorraling a pack of Oobn-No. 2 Mixed ................41 <4 42
as toe -gentlemen
------ - had -the usual
-- legal, certificate wolves in
sheep-foldT Constant Oats— No. 2 ..... ..... ........ Ji.. 25 <4 26
railway, companies have advanced rates on brothers, Euglish merchantsat Philippopoli7 of election, they should be pwora iq,
Rn....k..... .........
...........53 (4 56
Pome— Mess ....................
*..14 20 <4....
westward freights 83% percent”. . .A steamer who were sentencedto death by a Turkish
Laid ............................. 8fc(4 •
sailed from New York for London, the ‘other court- martial, have had their punishment com- Jectionwas wjtbafaarein^fae oaie of Derail, of
---it. Hoos ..............................
4 90 <4640
none the
mated to simple banishment.
now xl-a.
that the
Cattle .......
3 00 <4500
day, wito lift stontecut&rt on board. These
long conflidt 6W*Wn »v«gerr and oivThe strength of the armies fa Bulgariais
CINCINNATI.
men go out uhder a year’s contract at 94! per
WSEAT— Red ........
..... 1 J5 (4 128
uizabon has come subBtantinllyto
thought to be about equal Each is believed
'«x* to
CGbm
...... .i),.,.,,
45 <4 '16
close. To civilize him and change him
to have about 200,000 meh....The Czir has
OATS# »•« ••••••••••••••••••s*«e«esee
* 37
from a beast of prey Into a reading,
,.14 00 @ .hj,
Uke Erie. Numerous Wrecks are reported, in
working,
law-abiding citizen, will be A Ponx— Meet ......................
A Shock.
on
passing
tiie
usual
examination!811
‘
problem requiring more anxiety, dilitil?a,!rtei«-5ooomp“ied tet JSff, i ot
............... Toledo/"
x
Ufe. . ..Nilea G. Parker, ex-State 'WWnrCi- of
There w« * aUottbe fa' the school. gence, and skill than it has taken to sub- Wheat— No. 1 White Michigan ..... 1 82
82 <4184
Telegramsfrom Sistova give favorable nc~~th Oarolina.has bean arrested fa Jersey
The teacher had dntyk the bell
No. 2 Red Winter ........ .1,27
27 <4.1 29
jugate him.
oonnta of the fiusrian preparationfor a, winter
Corn. ......... .................
46 (4 47
oarolina,cn&rg- campaign. Yaat stores of corn and fbrago have
Oats— No. 2 ...................
25 3. 26
The First jihaU be Last.
DETROIT.
tate. He says he
-r,
O oviueuoe.
A man in .Peny oonnty, Ind., went
of tile UfUe boy», perceiving ft paired into the army. - Years went by, and as
. EuwiBM PimatpoNT,United State. Mini*
>r the Simnitza it fakes eight horses and
No. 1 Amber ..............1 30 <4 1 82
twenty
48 <4 49
tfftptteOonrto* 8L Jun»^ hw tendered his
he foiled to return he was believed to be COBH-No.1 .......................
wagon . _o_ ____ _
from8- *
Oats—
Mixed.
...........
....... 26
27
'what is it, Johnny?’’ asked the 4ea4 and his wife married again.
Simnitza is progressing
Bablet (per cental) .....
........ 1 10 (4 1 40
15 75 &
few days ago her first husband returned Poms— -Mesa .......................
from Plevna report that
" what seemed to the family a Cattle— Best.EAST LIBERTY, PA.5 00 (4 550
El Paso, Texas. The entire lower portion of
cause for his long and myste4 50 0 4 75
Fair
face aglow with the intelligence!
8 60 0400
Mioe. But now what could be
El Paso oonnty is in possessionof the mob,
5 25 @580
The teacher wilted. -Dan&tt^iVeu*.
The two men met. and in a
3 00 0 3 75
•••••••
Tint Grand Jury of Paterson,N. J., have in-
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the presidents message.
Delivered U> the Extr» Heston of the Fortyfifth Congress.
Fellow-citizensof the Seuste

and House of Repre-

sentatives:

The adjournment of the last Congress with-

out making appropriationsfor the support of
the army fo* the

present

fiscal

year/ has

re*

dered necessarya suspension of payments to

the earnest desire of the Swedish Government, postponed to 1878, his commission was
renewed by me. An appropriationof $8,000
was made in the Sundry Civil-Service act of
1875 so ae to meet th< expenses of the Commissioner. I recommend the reappropriation
of that sum for the same purpose, the foriuer
appropriation having been covered into the
treasury and being no longer avsilablrfurthe
purpoae without further action by (jonfrlss.
subject
brought
your
attention
this time,
view
of droumsttneeswhich render it highly desirable that the Commissioner should proceed
to the discharge of his important dupes im*

FEDERAL FINANCE.

at

The

at

is

to

Receipts

and

Expenditures tor Tkrts
Months.

The followingstatement will show the
receipts of the Government for the
three months ending Sept 30,1877, compared with the correspondingthree
months of

in

1876

:

The New York Sun reports that people
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
who sabaoribod for the 4 per cents, seem
Thx Michigan Central reports being
more anxious to sell oat and forfeittheir
200 cars behind orders. Fifty trains
2 per cent, deposits than to pay in the
remainder of their subacriptiona. The pass doily over the main line of the road.
twenty-fouithannual session
cause of this is said to be the increase of
interest rates, call loans commanding 7 of the Michigan Grand Lodge of Good
percent/
Templars was held in Kalamazoo, a few
days ago.
Bob Stewart’s Gratitude.

__

The

The German Lutheran ministers and

Probably the oddest genius who ever
•oachers of Michigan held a State Con8,705,487 occupied a public position in Missouri
services rendered after the 80th day of June
erence recently, in Saginaw City. About
the late Robert M. Stewart. He
^.last. The army exists by virtue of the statutes
Total .................. $73,110,621
$73,718,466
sixty taembera Were present.
mediately.
lived in St, . Joseph, where he rose in
which prescribeits numbers, regulate Ha orAs the several acta of ConaWss providing
RaiIBOAD C6MMI88IONIR WILLIAMS
An examination^
foregoing fig- political power. The first President of
ganizationand employment, and which fix the for detailed reports from the different departiss notified seVertd railroad companies
its from Cus- the Hannibal and St. Joseph railroad,
ments of the Government require their subpay of its officers and men, and declare the right
mission at the beginning of the regular an- toms and internal revenue fell off in the he was called its father. He was elected to obey the law in respect to the mainto receivethe same at stated periods. The nual session, I- defer, until that time, any fur- aggregate during the last fiscal^ quarter Governor iu 1867.
tenanoe of gates at railway croMingi. m
statutes,howdver, do nqt authorizethe payment ther referenceto subjectsof public interest.
When Doniphan’sexpedition was orThe Detroit Evening Telegraph,
'
R. B. Hans.
of the troops in the absence of a specificapproganized to go through New Mexico and which is an afternoonedition of the conquarter of; 1876, _____
Waskinoton,D. C., Oct 15t 1877. ,
priation therefor. The constitutionbis wisely
toms being $1,070,480and internal rev- co-operate with the main United States solidated Poet apd Tribune, tyunnade
enue $248,605. Compwftd with .^he, re- army in 1847, Bob Stewart waa a mem- ts appearance^ a 2-oent paper.
providedthat no money shall be drawn from the
TWEED’S CONFESSION*
ceipts for the quarter ending Sept, 30, ber of a company raised in Buchanan
treasurybut in'oonsequenceof appropriations
John Strong, ot South Rockford,
The Bom Thlet Makes a Clean Breast of
county. Four days out his gun was acmade by law, and it has also been declared by
Wayne county, recently received $^400
'it and “ Gives Away” His Fellow-Cowcidentally
discharged,
the
contents
enstatute that up department of the Government
in cash for 122 black Walnut trees, the
splrators.
nal-revenuereceipts showim increase of tering one of his lege, shatteringa bone
shall expeqij, In any one fiscal year, iny sum in
logs of which will be sent to Europe,
j, The New Yorjt herald devotes, three
and disabling' him. One of the com
.
eXcetes6f the appropriationmade by Congress
pages to the confessionof Tweed, which
pany, William' Grover, was detailed to • Mrs. F. A. Brrlbw, of Bayport, while
for that fiscal year. We have, therefore, an
is certainly one of the most remarkable expendituresoi the Vtov^fument for the remain1 with Stewart. Grover watched in the griBtrttiiH'ofMr. Kundingtfr,had1
army in service, authorized by law, and entidocuments ever published, and which last three moutns,v Compared With the over his friend with t]}e careof a brother, her clothes accidentally' caught by the
tled to be paid, but no funds available for that
purpose. It may also be said as an additional the Herald alleges is perfectly genuine, corresponding three months of 1876. and Stewart, not then dreaming of his smutter ahafy from which she received
incentive to prompt aotion by Congress, that The confeision.t
fision,begins with the following These figures do not include interest on future distinction,said: “Bill, old
injoneB oausing instant death.
sinoe the commencement of the fiscal year the statement:f^Inr
Fo years Mr. Tweed has
fellow, I’ll pay yon back some day. The
thepab&i'Mr - VC
: :
army, though without pay, has been constantly
The roll of the State Presbyterian
borne a burden of mental and physical
1876. 1877. time will come.” >>
and actively employed ia arduous and dangerSynod
Contain* the names of 186-nunis*
Civil »nd miecclkneouz ..... $15,937,203 $15,685,228
Ten years later. Bill Grover, the
ous service, in the performance of which both punishment which others, with equal
War Department ............ 9,715,661 2,309,794
tors and 645 eUers. in About sixty pf the
justice,
should
have
shared;
and
younger
officersand men have discharged their duty
Navy Department........... 6,174^54\ 4,152,635 friend of Stewart, was arrested as a par former and thirty of t|ie latter were preswith fidelity and courage, and without com- men than, he might well have succumbed Interior Department.. ..... 9,817,124 1 9,209,800
tioipantin a political prime, tried, conent at their recent meeting..
plaint These circumstances, in my judg- to it.' Up to this time no arguments
victed, and sentencedto the penitentiary
Total ............
$41, 644 342 $31,357,457
ment constitute aa extraordinaryoooa- could induce him 16 break the silence
for ten years. Not long after his convicThus, while the receiptshave fallen
which, from the first, he has kept. He
tion, Stewart was nominated for Govoff, the economy in expenditureshas
,is now ap. old man, is suffering from a
ernor. He saw his friend just before he
more than compensated for the loss, and
disease which his imprisonment hut qg-.
was incarcerated, and said : “ BUI, the
or
Congress
is
so
uuuuiubi
iubi
i
venture
the
quarterly
balaieo
show
ft
profit
of
part of
manifest that I
gravates, and he sadly needs rest from
first thing I do after I'm inaugurated
to suggest the
the mental strain to which he has so over $1,500,000 in favoxof the current will be to pardon you out And I’m
The drill-houBO, blacksmith-shop,and
fiscal year.
for thl)
ie current year at its present
pit
maximtmi— a lo
sure to be elected.”
about 100,0()0 feet of lumber at Saginaw
numerical strengthof 25,000 men— leaving for
National- Bank Circulation bj States.
Bob was elected and inaugurated,
City; owned by Barnard t Binder, were
fntnre consideration all questions relating to am
htMrtie i6bt6d>,hJod
ted
’rue to his word utod the native mstihets
The followingstatementby the Compincrease or decreaseof the number of enlisted as his friends in his palmy days, and for
destroyed<hyi fire last week. Loss,
gratitude,he went to Ifco peniten
men. In the event of the reduction at the
troller of the Currency shows, by States,
$4,000. The lumber only waa insured,
whose
offenses he has silently suffered,
tiary and inquired for Bill Grover. He
army by subsequent legislation during the fis.the amount of national-bankcirculation
‘
f from
cal year the excess of the appropriationcould
The veterans of the Twentieth Michiwasnot there. He wias one of a detail
issued, the amount of legal-tender notes
not’be expended, and, in the event of Its encalled out to dig a well in Jefferson gan Infantry held their annual reunion
deposited in the United States treasury
largement, the additional gum required for
last week ftt Graae lake, Jackson county.
the payment of the extra force . could Tweed asks nothing further from them. to retire national-bank notes, from Jnne City, and was then engaged in that
There were upwards of 100 of the old
work.
be provided in due time. It would
20, 1874, to Got 1, 1877, and the amount
Off the Governor posted to the well soldiers present,and most of them had
be unjust to the troops now in ser- He wjll recognizeno further claim that remaining on deposit at tfr? latter date :
vice, and whose pay is already largely they make upon him for silence.Hencein which Grover waa at work.
On their wives thdri t6o.
in arrears, if payment to them should be fur- forth, if the people will accept him as
reaching the plaoe, he leaned over the
Ront McLeod, an employe at Malle’s
ther postponed until after Congress shall have their witness, Mr. Tweed promises to do
well and cried out :
consideredall the questions likely to arise in
camp,
on the south branch of Chippewa
all that lies in his power to rectify the
“Bill, are yon there?”
the effort to fix the proper limit to Uie strength
o
river, waS StniOk by a falling limb reStatu
great wrongs that he has done.
“ Who’s that?” asked a voice from the
of the army. The estimates of appropriations
and Territoriu.
cently, fracturing hia skull. •» Hia inju“ Mr. Tweed says that the first comfor the support of the military establishment
subterraneandeeps below.
ries are probably fatal. He is a single
for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1878, were bination was a political one, and comat>
“It’s me— Bob Stewart 1 Come up
transmittedto Congressoy the former Secre- menced when John T. Hoffman was
man, about 40 years old.
out o’ there, d
n you 1 I’ve partary of the Treasury, at the opening of its sesMayor of New York, and was composed
horse-barn belonging to Alfred
doned you.”
sion in Decemberilast; These estimates, modiMaine .........
$ 1,123,780 $
641,200 $ 111,899
of
Charles
G.
Cornell
(Strqet
CommisBates,
in the township of Bridgeport,
fied by the presentSecretary, so as to conform
In a few minutes Grover was hauled
4,320
493,465
New Hampshire..
'38,200
Saginaw county, waa consumed by fire
to the present requirements,are now renewed, sioner), John T. Hoffman (Mayor), Peter Vermont ......
40,900 up out of the well Then was exhibite<
991,970
amounting to 932,436,764.98, and, having been B. Sweeney, Matthew T. Brennan, and Massachusetts .... 8,8-'9,66fl 8,So|600
262,132
the curious spectacle of the Governor of one night last week. Three valuable
219,660
transmitted to both houses of Congress, are William M. Tweed. These gentlemen Rhode Island ......
617,885
horses and all the farming implements
58,058
Connecticut ....... 1,147,820 1,314,840
submittedft>r Jour consideration.
were
in
the habit of dining together in New York ......... 6,506,280 17,860,791 3,199,606
were destroyed.Loss $1,000. InsurThere is also required by the Navy DepartNew Jersey ..... . 1,079.355 1,064,000 142,504
ance light
ment 12,886,127. This ram is made up of |1,- the City Hall, in the keeper’s room, and
Pennsylvania ...... 4,784,780 6,083,897 1,412,712
446,888 due to the officersand enlisted men for there promised fidelityand devotion to
to a clothing store, rigged him out in a
The followingofficerswere elected by
..
the last quarter of the last fisoal year ; $811,- each
•<-!
ffl::::::?:: :
t&iiw 215,840 new suit, and mode him a guest at the the State Dental Associationfor the.fol953.50 is due for advaucel made by the Fiscal
171,294
The following prominent persons are Dist. of Colombia, 315,900
257,083 lovernor’smansion, afterward provid324,100
Virginia.......
Agent of the Government in Loudon for the
191,007 ng for him a start in business.—
West Virginia.,
44,870
support of the foreignservice, and 150,000 is
L; 320,780
M3, 660
North Carolina...
due to the Naval Hospitalfond; $150,000is dfae
134,210 Lou i# Times.
27,700
South Carolina.
953,880
Thomas X Creamer.
for arrearagesof pay to officers,and $45019.58
and Treasurer, Dr. Holmei, of Grand
142,215
635,400
219,720
Georgia......:..
John
B.
Van
Pellen.
for the support of the Marine Corps. There
45.000
Florida.........
A New Federal Judiciary Law.
Rapids (re-elected). i .;i<-i
Stephen
J.
Williams,
Republican
Senator.
will also be needed an approra-iatjon of $262,the

officers

and men of the sums due them for
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107.000

Alabama ........

535.22 to defray the unsettled expenses of the

United States courts for the fiscal year ending
t June 80 last, now due to attorneys, Clerks,
1 Commissioners and Marshals, and for rent of
court-rooms,the supportof prisoners and other
deficiencies.

por&ry structures have in consequencebecome
necessary,estimates for which will be transmitted to Congress immediately,and an appropriation of the requisitefunds is respectfully

recommended.
The Secretary of the Treasury will communicate to Cougress, in connection with the estimates for the appropriationsfor the support of
the army for the current fiscal year, estimates
for such other deficienciesin the different
branches of the public service as require immediate action, and cannot,without inconvenience, be postponed until the regularsession.
I takeVtmsopMn
this opportunity
" to invite vouf attention to the propriety of adopting,at your preseut session, the necessary.....
legislation
Q to enable
the people of the United States to participate
par
in the advantages of the International
mal Exhibition of agricultural industry and the fine
arts, which is to be held in Paris in 1878, and
in which this Governmenthas been invited by
the Governmentof France to take part. This
invitation was communicatedto this Government in May. 1876, by the Minister of France
at this capital,and a copy thereof was
submitted to the proper committees of
Congress at its last session,but no action
was taken on the subject The Department
of State has received many lettersfrom various

Albert G. Mattoon, Republican Senator.

Mississippi ......

William M. Graham, Democratic Senator.
George Beach, Democratic Senator.
John F. Hubbard. Democratic Senator.
W. J. Humphry Republican Senator.
Samuel H. Frost, Democratic Senator.
Henry W. Genet, Democratic Senator.
M. Norton, Democratic Senator.
A. Bleeker Banks, Democratic Senator.
Tsaiah Blood, Democratic Senator. •
Norris Winslow. Republican Senator.
Aug. B. Elwood, Republican Senator.
William N. Brand, Republican Seuator.
Abraham B. Harpenning,Republican Sen-

Louisiana .......
Texas ..........
Arkansas .......
Kentucky., .....
Tennessee ......
Missouri ........
Ohio ............
Indiana ....... ..

ator.

I

Illinois ........

122,130 '2,785,666
116,100
229.340
90,000
90,000
2,319.640 1,774001)
813,200
724,800
189,470
1,166,380
1,668070

S;K!

.

sr

.

720,440
602.620

William B. Woodin, Republican Senator.
Theodore 8. Mimer, Republican Senator.
George Bowen, Republican Senator.
James Wood, Republican Senator.
The array of names is a startling one,

and shows that all other swindles sink
into insignificance beside this mammoth
robbery of the tax-payersof New York.

|

Colorado........ *
rtah.vk,.,..„ .,
Montana.. ......
Legal-tender notes
deposited prior
to Jons 20b 1874,
an d remaining i

’iRJoo

few ••••

«

•

a

224,188
357,9911

45,000

Senator David Davie is engaged in
759,699
drafting a bill for a new .Judiciary law,
24,118
1,668 which he will shortly introduce in Con
682,758 gress. The bill oompreaende a oom160,808
•lete change in many branches of the
884,161
1,861,647 'ederal judiciary. Senator Davis has
822,868
ong felt the necessity for extensive
1075003
238078 changes in the law, and will have attained
288.087 an object long sought for by him if he
410,008
280,848 snooeeds in carrying the bill through.
271,317
It is understood that one of the most
115020
important changes sought to be made in
the establishment in each judicialcir-

S

48,468
2,610

question

involved. At present the Supreme
Court of the United States is utterly
overburdenedwith a mass of business
which it is powerless to dispose of. A
majorityof these cases pending before

is
3,813,675

thai

Total.

1,964,462
1,438,221
' T,471
1,000

Nevada*,..,.,,.

!

87,083

L421

Michigan.;..,.,
Wisconsin rr.
.
Iowa ............
Minnesota ......
Kansas .........
Nebraska .......
.

94,500

$36,090,835$76,009,820$14,436,562

A Murderous Tramp.

Lewie Smith waa

instantly kilted to-

day at the Michigan Atylum for the Insane at Kalamazoo,by the oaving in of
an arched cellar, and Thomas B. Oliver,
a mason, had both legs broken below
the knee in the same accident. Smith
was about 18 yean old and unmarried.

The Indians of Taymouth, Saginaw
oonnty, the Chippewa* of Isabella county, and a delegation of about 200 from
near Sarnia, Oni, held a oomp-meeting
near Birch rnn, Saginaw oonnty recently. The Indiana are describedas being
intelligent, and, ae a rule, well-to-do
farmers. The delegation from Canada
brought with them a brass band and an
organ, and with a choir of their own
members famished good masia
Three hundred ministers were present at the recent session of the Baptist

Currency Statistic*.
them are of minor importanoe,and in re- State Convention, and the followingoffiA tramp called at a house in Roxbury
The
Comptroller of the Currency fur- ality beneath the dignity of a national cers were chosen for next year: Presiand ordered a cooked breakfast. When
nishes the followingexhibit of the issue court of final resort, where oases involv- dent, Rev. Kendall Brooks, D. D., Kalahe had finished eating he asked the lady
ing great constitutionalquestions and mazoo; Vice Presidents,E. OIney,
what he should pay. She answered and retirement of national-bank notes
and legal-tender notes, under the acts of vast interest are being hopelesslypo«t- LL. D., A. H. Wilkinson,S. Graves,
that 25 cents would be enough. He then
poned by oases of minor importance, D. D., C. Van Husan, Rev. L Butteropened his sachel as if to get some June 20, 1874, and Jan. 14, 1876, to Ocwhich are in many instances appealed field; Secretary,T. M. Shanafelt, Hudtober,
1877.
money, took out a pistol, and pointed it
Nitional-btnknote* outstandingwhen
for the sake of delay.
son; Treasurer, G. B. Byrne, Jaokson;
toward her, and asked her if she would
*ct of Jane 20, 1874, WMpMMd.
$349,894,182
Auditor, O. S. Gulley.
N»tlon*l-b*nk
notes
issued
take her pay that way. She immediateNew lerk Crofeoses.
from June 20, 1874, to Jim. 14,
ly called her husband, who was shingA fire at Cadillao, on the Grand Rap1875 .......................$4,734,500
No street in the world (except possi- ids and Indiana railroad, the other day,
ling the house, and the tramp concluded Nitioa*l-b*nk notes redeemed
bly in London) representsin the short
and retired between same
to leave, but threatened to shoot himif he
destroyed an entire square of buildings
dates ........................
2,767,232
space
of two miles and a half anything
in the center of the town, opposite the
made at the United States Legation at Paris. said anything about what had occurred.
like the enormons aggregate of wealth
Increase from June 20,1874, to Jan. 14,
The Departmentof State has also received The tramp on his departure was followed
McKinnon House, inoludiug in the
1875 ................................ 1,967,268 represented by Fifth avenue residents
official aavice of the strong desire on the part by the man, who got a warrant for his
dozen buildings burned the Arnold
between Washington square and
of the French Government that the Umied arrest at Washington. Officer A. H. National-bank notes outstanding Jan. 14,
House, bam, Hicks A Cummer’s hardStates should participatein this enterprise,
$351,861,450 Central Park. We give
gi
haphazard a
Wyant took the warrant and started 1876 ..................................
ware store, Peck’s furniture store, Bloss*
National-bank
notes
redeemed
and space has hithertobeen, and ia still, refew names
after the tramp, who, seeing that he was
and retired from Jan. 14.
boot and shoe store, Cummer A Son’s
served in the Exposition Buildingsfor the use
Mr. Rhinelander ........................$3,000,000
1875, U date ................
$58066,036
of exhibitorsfrom the United States, to the pursued, ran. Officer Wyant’s dog
June* Lenox ...........................
6,000,000 lumber office, and other stores and shops.
National-banknotes
•
Marshall O. Robert* ....................
5.000,000 The loss is estimated at $35,000 to
exclusion of other parties who have been ap- stopped the tramp’s progress, who shot
dered betweensame dates . 8,459,800
Mow* Taylor ........................... 8,000,000
plicants therefor.
attne dog but missed him. By this time
August Belmont ........................ 0,000,000 $40,000,on which there was but $12,000
In order that our industries may be properly
Total redeemed and surrenthe officer had got within six feet of the
Robt. L. and A. Stuart ..................
6,000,000 or $15,000 worth of insurance.The
dered .....................
$57,325,836
representedat the exhibition, an appropriation
Mrs. Parau Steven* .....................
2.000,000
villain,who shot at him, the ball enter- National-bank notee Issued bewill be needed for the pay of salaries and exAmo* R. Eno .......................
.'J.. 5.000,000 town has no fire apparatus,and, had not
tween same dates ...........81,366,835
penses of Commissionere ; for the transporta- ing his right lung, and fatallywounding
John Jacob and William Aator .......... 60,000,000 “ the bucket brigade ” worked nobly for
tion of goods, and for other purposes in con- hm.— Hartford (CL) Poet
Mr*. A. T. Stewart ...................... 60,000,000 boors, the entire town must have been
Decrease from Jan. 14, 1875, to date. . 35,969,501
Pierre Lorlllard ......................... 8,000 000
nection with the object in view, and, as May
' Mirk Twain’s Hotel.
June* Kernochan ......................
2000,000 destroyed. The business men have alnext is the time fixed for the opening of the
National-banknotes outstandingto
Wrn.H. Vanderbilt..:.................. 75,000 000 ready begun preparationsfor rebuilding
exhibition, if our citizens are to share the addate
................................
$315,891,94®
Having lately opened a haahery, I
Mr*. Calvert Jone* ...... ...............2,000,000
vantages of this Internationalcompetition for
at once of brick.
Mr*. Mary Jone* ........................ 2,000,000
send you these, my rules and regula- Greenbacks on deposit in tbs treasury
the trade of other nations, the necessity of imMr. Jamea Gordon Bennett .............4,000,000
June 20, 1874, to retire notes of insolvThe following table shows the
mediate aotion is apparent To enable the tions:
Mr. Fred. Steven* .......................10,000,000
ent and liquidating banks ............8,818,676
Mr. Loui* Lorlllard ..................... 1,000,000 amount and kind of lands sold during
United States to oo-operate in the International This boose will be consideredstrictly Greenbacksdeposited from Jnne », 1674
Exhibition which waa held at Vienna in intemperate.
the fisoal year ending Sept 80, as shown
to date, to retire national-bank notes. . 72,256,145
Total ................................
$246000,000
1873. Congress then passed
joint
None but the brave deserve* the fare.
Here we have some eighteen families, by the books in the office of the State
Total denoalts ..........................76,069,820
resolution, making an auuronriation of
Persons owing bills for board will be Circulation redeemed by Treasurer beLand Commissioner:
$200,000,and authorizing the
living near each other, who derive fixed
- - -tween same dates without reissue ..... . 61,633,268
Amount.
appointa certain number of practical artisans bored for bills.
yearly
y incomes
me
from a capital ot between Primary school .......... . 6^96
$25,465.08
and adentifio men, who should attend the exBoarders who do not wish to pay in Greenbackson deposit at date ......... . 14.436052
000,000 and $250,000,000.-^ Agricultural college ........ 103405 5,604.25
$240,000,
hibition and report their proceedingsand ob- advance are requested to advance and
University ................
900.00
York Sun
Sm
servations to him. Provision was made for the
Greenbacksretired under act of Jan. 14,
State bulldlng(Lan*ing loti) ...... 14800
appointment of a number of honorary Commis1875 ..................................25,005,068
Salt spring..
.....
82000
P hoarders are expected to wait on the Greenbacks outstanding at date ........ 856,914,982
Brave to Rashness.
sioners. I have felt that prompt action by
Asset...J..
.........
4,472.04
colored
dock—
for
meals.
Congress,in accepting the invitationof the
Skobeleffswam the Dannbe on horse- Swamp land for cash ...... 1,02700 6,91607
Swadip land for scrip ..... .81,108.40 46,100.91
Government of France, is of so much interest
Sheets will be nightly changed, once
Tke Foot Per Canto.
back to show it could be done; and has
to the people of this country,and so suitable in six mouths or more, if necessary.
Totals... ............... 44.M0.23 $87068.06
The want of immediate sucoees in ne- had five horses shot under him during
to the cordial relationsbetween the Govern
Single men and their families will not
this
campaign.
During
one
of
hia
reThe
amount received for these lands
gotiating the new 4 per cents in Europe
meats of the two countries, that the snbjeot
be boarded.
might properlybe presented for attentionat
u admitted by the Syndicate, but claimed connoissanoes near Plevna he came in was $45,160.91 in scrip and $24,689.63in
Nightmares hired ont at reasonable
vour presentsesaion. >
to be temporary bhly. European in- view of a delicious spring of water, ap- cash, leaving $18,167.51 still doe in cash;
* The Governmentof Sweden and Norway has rates.
vestors refuse to invest in so low-priced parently inaccessible, however, because total amount, $87,968.05. The value of
addressed an official invitation to thia GovernSafety valves will be famished to
a security so long as there is even a re- of the hail of Tnrkum bullets that pat- lands disposed of in 1876 waa $119,ment to take part in thp InternationalPrison snoring boarders.
_
mote contingencythat the European tered round it The soldiers shwwik 827.14; in 1875 it was $172,290.74;
*172 290.74; in
A letter from Borne to the Paris warmiay involve greater nations than the back from facing almost certain death, 1874. $257,786.51. There has 1
till Skobeleff dismounted, leteurely steady decrease in the sale of
Qauloii states that the Pope eats and presenit combatants, and so create
all civilized nations have an interest in comdigests well, but has a constant tendency great demand for capital and high rates walked to the fountain, drank freely of irring^arttyto^i^Md
to sleep, through weakness. He has of interest. The 4} per cents, stand in its waters, and bathed hie face and
ever held for the study of this grave question. running sores on his legs, and a painful the way of the 4 per cents. Many of the hands. Stung by this implied taunt,
Under authority of a joint resolution of Con- tumor. He no longer walks, and says former are nhimging hands in London, the soldiers rushed forward to shield
gress, approved Feb. 10, 1875, a commission
ted undferthe
the Homestead
and at so low a price as to prevent the him; Skobeleff ordered them under ar- land were
was appointed by my predecessorto repre- mass seated. He is evidently near his
act, and
to the set
sent the United States upon that occa- end. His physicians doubt his living sale of 4 per oents.at the figure put upon rest for leaving th$tr ranks and calmly
tiers on 26,445.19
them. But the 4}s will soon disappear. walked back.
sion, and the Prison Congress having been, two months.
.
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M. de Fourtou, urged him before the election of Sunday to adopt the expedient of

Saturday, October

20, 1877. martial law in certain localities;and

locket,conUInlng two pictures.A reward of one
douar win bo paid for tho return of the above to

was only through the protest of the Minister

THE FRENCH ELECTIONS.

of War

that he

you wish to sec a well assorted “stock
of Goods for the Fall and Winter trade qo
and call at the store of

it

was prevented from

this office.

taking this step. In another election the

President MacMalion

hu

The Celebrated

failed, or, influence of Gen. Berthaud will very cer-

ouch

overcome by the determination
and De Fourtou. The situlast Sunday fora new Chamber of Deputies,
ation in France is very full of peril. The
to replace the Chamber which was dis- whole country is feverish and angry. The
solved by him against the protest of* the ferocity of party spririt has reached its
Republican majority. The numerica highest pitch. Another attempt of Presistrength of the Republicansin the next dent MacMalion to dissolve the Chamber
Chamber will be less than it was in the may involve the country in a civil war
last. At the time of the dissolution in which will terminate in a new Empire ora
May, they could ccunt upon 878 members, Red Republic.
rather let us say, he has not gained

of De Broglie

all

the factions of their

London market as a borrower of |15, 000, 000. This has advanced
complete returns of Sunday’s elections
the price of silver a penny an ounce, mak.
show that, when the Chamber is again
ing the “dollar of our fathers’’ now worth
convened, their majority will certainly be
about 93^ cents. An exchange says, if
over 100 and may reach 120. Thus the
India

monarchical opponents; and the nearly

supremacy in France, and thus

ON"

London market

the

the

has had the

French people have once more proclaimed

of silver

their purpose to maintain the Republic.

would

effect

for remittance to

GRAND RAPIDS,

hu

party

niacs cannot see

at which he jeered has
gained an equal number. MacMahon’s
Government, on the other hand, boasted
without ceuing that their united body of
Imperialists, Legitimists, and Orleanists
would obtain the ascendancyin the Cham*
ber. The successive manifestoesof MncMahon gave assurance that this would be

it,

•HOLLAND, lAlOH

•

and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
jnvfte the Public to come

e

,l

purchase.

wish to

Extra Lunches prepared
all

and withdraw

Grimd Rapids,

Holland, Aich., November

hours.

Mich.

A

Lau-ga

NIETW

36-2m

ections to the re-use of the “dollar of the

—

Dissolution of Copartnership.

fathers.”

HTHB

co-partnership
heretoforeexistingunder

Special Invitation.

Ms;.'

were combined against them

NEW FIRM!
STOCK
—

OF

G. Van Putten.

-

,

^

*?!^!!?.lnccce'ied
tbe fate Arm of G. Van Putten
* **>• same stand and in the aame bualneaa

machine, which

panifrt.

is so

highly organized and exercises such a KRUIDKNIKR-PLUGGER— At Holland, Michigan,

pervuive and tremendous power through
France; and the

official bodies

of elections, M. deFourtou, Minister of

BOWKER-JUNE—

its

17, 1877,

was against them,

by G. Van Schelven, Esq., Mr. Gideon

R. Bowker, of Breedaville, Mich.,

and Eddie 8.

never been Surpassed, even in French

polities.All the forces at the disposal of
the Government of a country in which
government Isa power that immediately
supervises, if

it

to

hear against

the Republicans with an energy never be-

Republicanjournals and speakers were 1 Messrs. P. & A Steketee are now closkept under a surveilance that was almost ing out their entire stock of ready-made
ludicrous in its manifestations; and the clothing at cost, and have added to their
stock an immense supply of waterproofs
newsvender was no safer than the Prefect,
of great variety in color and quality, and
the wine-shop keeper was no safer than at prices that will please you.
the Deputy,

when

Wc have moved

Chamber with a msjbrity that leaves
the Government no chance of disputing
the

their

power, in

a contest over

G.
Holland, Oct.

What is likely to be the course of MacMahon’s Government in view of these
facts? The President must submit nr re-

VAN PUTTEN.

11, 1877.

icir JUmtijirmcnt!

DISSOLUTION.

the Presi-

TX7E,

the undcrMgned, have mutuallv agreed to
dimolve our copartnemhlp heretofore ex
,r lhe flrm n,in,w of Hlom * Spljker, and
sign. It is not improbable that the very 11 *
all oundandin? accountswill bo adjusted by the
considerablegains made by the Govern- aucceaiorIn business.
C. BLCM.
ment may encourage MacMuhon to repeat
T

V

act

v—

in his first great effort, he has

added

210 in the Chamber,

The PEOPLE’S

PAPE B!

that he

V.

Dobbins’ Starch

Globa of
Clubs of

“
Twenty, “

HOW DA SHINE)
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all

kinds of

Holland. Sept. 15,
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CHEAPEST SOAP

,

end

|

cp
i.

IN

THB

o7 im

North 3th

VM.MIMWlitVuttBgta8k,

WORLD.

he would have something like
assuranceof the elecdons turning out according to bis desire. His two most

entire

~8old by Gr^cJS^Vffl
Bdntpoftagcimlfl
Wn receipt alJttcente.
than Ita

|

G1*®*1

chance to mane money. If

SL

^

felfisfl
t0 subscribers.The price Is so low

rj'b<^Jr80b*0rlbe9- 0ne «gent re^?T?iS?0Vcr
week. A lady agent

it,

'*‘i’

CO.,

CO.,

CUeago,

pachage.

A GREAT DISCOVERY.

‘

DoW)iM,Bro. AOo.( 13N. FourthSt. Phila.

The undersignedannonnees to the Public that
they have tinlshedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply thelrcustomerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
doaiing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.

ovo,r 400 "ubHcribcrsin ten days,
engage make money fast, You can devote
vmo ,0ibe hualnese,or only yonr spare
Vn neud not be away from home over

FOR SALE.
A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 800 bearing
grape vines, 100 Currant bnshes; strawberries:'
Pears, Apple, Quince, Chestnut, Mulberry, Appricot. Chsrry and Poach treesiu bearing.
No mouoy required down inquire or
J. VAN LAN I
Holland, April 10

LANDEGEND,

tirnlar. Mr C.".n d° 11 ^ WoU W 0ther8- Full par
ticulars, dlrectious snd terms free. Elegant aud
expensive outfit free. If yon want profitable work
f8®?*8 ynu/ address at once. It costs nothing to
tr\ tho htihiuflff.Ho one who engages falls to
make great pay. Address ‘Tho People’s Journal,"
Port.

and

W. BUTKAF,
J.

VAN ZOEREN.

Holland, Jn!y14, 1870.

Maine.

DYSPEPSIA!
Permanently cured in every instance
by the

bottle,

Thilndelphia*

for the declarationof m tririal law in Paris

publicans derive their main strength; and

$1.00 per

||m

Send ue 20o postage for a pound

and the other ciUea from which the Re-

PIRST WARD.

St.

•rzciAtAoxirfe,

.

22-4m

/VDCUPHIA.

JOHNSON, HOLLOWAY &

f

MULDER.

The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate
Son’s Hardware Store.

will positively cure vn almost every case.

Price

GROCER.

CORBETT, B0YRT0R &

could, without trouble,find an opportunity

C.

1877.

14.

•

:

Ptyvcir;

v'c

Iisnfflcientfor a washing of three
dozen pieces, and with one-third the 1
lahoi. since,by soakingclothes with a
ol It, very little tabbing it required. ^

Sunday. He

Holland, Mich., July

leH powor ,h‘n *uy

—in’ the-

Linim j:nT

:

••iT _jv

!

ASK TOUR

„

be a cheapermachine, and

MEAT MARKET

ra

I /

'

will

•

y

BY

patent will be for sale by November next,

The corn planter

M,

4.

t

FOUR OUNC
THI

PLANTER

CHARLES MULDER.

1877.

Pip-ATIC
x

^Ashing poWD£R

submit to their measures;
that he wilt not abide by their dictation;
that they are destructicmists and anarchists, against whose schemes be is ready,
in the last resort, to launch the army, as
the preserver of society, order, and religion. In another trial of strength,lie
might have advantages that he did not

EA.TENT

JUST INVENTED

SPENCER’S

CORBETT'S
--

BLFBRDINK.

win be offJrcd^OUUt^ri8hW aml town8,,iP r,Kht9

v

;

W. A H.

NEW

CORN

Salmon,

And everything ejM^fonjJng^to a well regulated

88 Dearborn St^ Chicago.

-Y'.

-A.

Beans, Fresh Oysters, Sar-

THE POST.

Ja

RIVER STREET,

22

M-1?

Lobsters, Canned Pork and

Same terms to Agents on both daily and Weekly
as last year. Address

^

ELFERDINK’S

Repairing neatly done and at
such as

DAILY POST

*«

H.

1876.

2.

Short Notice.

Parts of a Year in Proportion.

J*

W. &

see.

VAN PUTTEN.

Gi

The above flrm make a specialty of custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
enough to compote with any house In the city.
They keep constantly or hand a choice variety of
Ladies aud Children atoea and gaiters.

L

lieOc.

,0 ?rca,|y enlarge
DAILY
PO.sr during October, after which the price will
be $10.00 per year, postage paid. All who subwrwt before enlargement,at the presents rote of
Si.no will receive the enlarged paper to the end of
their time without extra charge.

callTnd

Holland* - - - Michigan

at all Hours,

This is ike finest liniment in the world,

Re* has formally declared

usted adviser . the Duke De Bruglie and

.

beet

„

Holland, Aug.

cam for
patent

fruit

to

One Year. Postage Paid, $7.00.

“•

that he will not

under

HEROLD.

the Phmnlx Hotel and near the ChP
cago Depot. We are now prepared to furnish

Next door

•» ...........

“

*

One quart and two quart
•ale cheap— Mason’s the

......

Ten,

The

Polish,

cooperatewith them in the conduct of the

possess in the trial of last

0

“pt deIivery free of Charge, can

have moved our place of bualneaa to the

dines,

8PIJKER.

has taken

ground toward the Republicans that
makes it almost impossible for him to
Government.

PRICES
ARE LOW.
..... — —

Michigan House,

32 columns, filled with Editorial,News, Agricultural, Miscellany and Market Reports.

tion, he will gain the additional fifty-eight

must be remembered

We

Goods^are^first-class*

.

and keep constantly on hand

POST!

not indulge the hope that, in another elec-

required to secure & working majority?

The

NO.

H-

WEEKLY

NOTICE

why may he

Etc., Etc.

1877.

-O'—

CHICAGO

hereby given that I, the undersigned,John
JL \ . bpijker. succeeds in the businessof Blow
& Spljker, and will hold myself in readinessto
settleall accountsfor and A-nsinstthe old Ann
JOHN V. 8PIJKBB.

to the force of his supporters, so that they

It

••

TS

fifty

1,

MOVED

CHEAPEST AND BEST. Cold Meals

of dissolvingthe Chamber, and

try the fortunes of another election. If,

number

aVbome,

for men and wornen, canvassingfor the popular family" paper ," 2The
CtwurlAttfor, 04 columns,18 departments,rellgU
Joua
and
Earle, Abbott. Lincoln
Lina
—
7 -secular. Rev. Dra. jMrie,
and other uoted authors and preacherswrite for 1l
Only $1.10, a year, Takea everywhere.Business
has revived, ctopaare Immenae, and now la the
time for agenu. ‘‘Bklbiiahah'sFkast,” a Pine
Steal Plate, (*)x*4,) engraved expresslyfor The
Contributor,given to every Subscriber. Exiraor

n

J.

the

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

8e1*lnS Machine,

B.

permanent

THE

dent replied that iu no event would he re-

k*

rth

Holland, Mich., Sept.

our goods temporarily

into the store of Mr. J. Roost, on the corner of Ninth and River streets, where I
will be happy to see my customers.

any measure

whom

B<3lf*

BLOM & 8PIJKER.

of policy.

sign, said Gambetta, to

°ha

Removal.

notwithstanding all these

things, the Republicanshave returned to

wll?

Principal.

and

anything like u Repub-

lican squint was to be discerned in his

ways. Yet,

Groceries,

Peddling machines with wagons hu been abolished
for the simple reason that the prlcea of machines
aie too low to admit of any expense In that way.
Call in and get bargains.

Notice-Fruitgrowers

Notice is hereby given that a regular
meeting of (he Holland FruitgrowersAmo
elation will beheld at the office of A.
fore paralleled, and an unscrnpulousness Visscher, Esq., over J. W. Bosman’s
that had no limit. The Ministers and clotIUng stoie, on Saturday,October 27th,
the Prefects, the petty functionaries and 1877, at 2 o’clock P. M. All interested in
fruitgrowingarc invited to attend.
the police, struggled for the triumph of
C. A. DUTTON, President.
the Government as though their political
Isaac Marsiue, Secretary.
and eternal salvationdepended upon it.
brought

WENS BERG,

Add™“'

does not control, all pub-

lic interests,were

C. G. S

Paying Businessagency

In this city, Wednesday, Oct.

June, of Bangor, Mich.

and displayed a measure of activity which

hu

and

SigiSHS'S
8Vto

Mr. Dirk Krnldenier,of Pella, Iowa, to Mira
Welhelmina Flagger, of Holland,Mich.

der the direction of that Experienced boss

agencies of influence,

Wednesday, October 17th, 1877, by.

Hats & Caps,

Rev. H. Uiterwijk, in the Third Reiormod Church

were un-

the Interior. The Church, with all

on

Dry Goods,

CALL AND SEE US.

TO PARENTS,

They were confrontedby the whole power
of the administrative

N^hlaat^kS?" *h thocolumnBof

HEROLD,

E.

.

• they had never previously been combined.

at

and Fine

—

Michigan.

as

and

5, 1876.

BOOTS & SHOES

flsu

M«7"“S

„

will be receive

at

WM. LIECHNER.

their ob-

of Produce

Call at our Drug Store and get a trial
Juat received at
)ott!e of Dr. King'i New Ditcovery, free of
SmpaTy
Wlth the
of J^ea H pSdy and
charge, if you are suffering with a Cough,
JAMES E. HIGGINS,
2old, Asthma, Bronchitis,Consumption,
CHARLES MULDER,
oss of voice, tickling iu the throat, or any
the case; and the very day before the elecaffection of the Throat or Lungs. This is
D.M. October
“• PURDY'
tion MinisterFourtou issued a circular to
the great remedy that is causing so much
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
the Prefects of France announcing that excitementby its many wonderful cures,
Copartnership Notice.
three hundred constituencies were secure curing thousandsof hopeless cases. Over
one
million bottles of Dr. King's New Diefor the official candidates. Now the GovA Complete a«aortmeutof Children’s and Infanta
cowry have been used within the last year,
shoes for fall and winter, and a full Hue of
ernment hu found that nearly one hun- and have given perfect satisfactionin every copartnershipunder the firm name of James H.
Ladles’ and Gentleman’swear.
I urdy and Company, for the manufactureof batterdred of these constituencieswere secure nslance. We can unhesitatingly say that tuhs and other MtWei. AM buslneaa relating to
this is really the only sure cure for throat
for the Republican opposition.
Under the circumstancesof the election,'and lung affections, and can cheerfully
CHARLES MULDER,
recommend it to all. Call and get a trial
JAMES H. PURDY
it is a remarkable success that the Repubottle free of charge, or a regular size lor
Dated, October 6, 1877.
licans have won. The three monarchical 11-00. Wm. Van Putten, Holland City,
parties

•

WANTED.
Everything in the line
the highest market prices.

is

jassing strange that the Eastern raonoma

lost perhaps fifty members,

Provisions, etc

river street.

Free Lunch every Morning.

into circulation the silver

dollar would bo at par with gold. It

while the party

MICHIGAN.

- -

gR^sUnrant

finest

betta never got tired of asserting that he

day of election. Now he finds that his

Flour & Feed,

Stoneware,

effect

remonetizing.' the silver dollar in

The result has been disappointing to
this country produce on its value? The
both parties. The Republicans have
United States can' absorb two or three
boasted that they would Increase their
hundred millions of legal-tender silver
majority of 863 to at least 400; and Gam
dollars. Before one hundred millions
was as sure of 400 as of the dawn of the

Groceries,

Crockery,

LEICHNEE,

’

Hats & Caps,

Clothing,

_

A ___

ITo+o

of advancing the value

two cents an ounce, what

would be thrown

Notions and Triinmines

Furnishing Goods,

No. 68 Canal Street.

The

India

Goods,

Dry

FT

A

ID R/
_ AT

in the

the borrowing of $16,000,000of silver in

party of the Republic has again as&ertet
its

is

KOFFERS

&

dealers in

ALWAYS

IS

WK

'

against 170 for

DUURSEMA

tainly be

for himself or his party in the elections of

90-iy

EAGLE DYSPEPSIA TROCHES,
They will immediately correct a sour
stomach.checkvomiting and heartburn;
core sickness or pain In the stomach,
eoativeness,liver complaint,headache,
etc. Being pleasant, safe and harmleo,
•re •tore cure for Infhnta Bufferingfrom
weak stomach. Pries, Thirty -Fko Cents per Box. %

early bird^

WORM POWDER.
not present Requires but one dose to
. «

•fleet a

cure.

Price,IS Cents per Package.
Bold by all Druggists, or sent by Mail,
on receipt of Price.

ER &

CO., Fropf$,

&

Greenbacks were worth yes^doy
York 97% cents in gold. /\

fatting!!.
The weather has been quite damp

The new
Metz & Co.,

v'

‘

The

.

Are.

•since the

W. Verbekk & Co., have got
frame up of their new double store.

rtei

If.

•

-

brick store for Mies E. P.
Is

-«•»>

is

repaired,

-

launched again, and started about her bus-

--

A Frenchman

Nov.
’.W

•h

--

yumw

The. rumor about Mr.
ing his

little

to the pine

The

Hulsman’s bang- and

reported, will

it is

woods

Butch are

lately lost

two

for the winter.

war

still at

officers

new bank

and sixty men,

-

-

-

railroad between this city and

Grand Rapids

is

on Wednesday evening, October

24th,

_

men

List

of

K.

Who

VAN RAALTE.

CROCKERY!

the sight..

finding tem-

porary employment on the gravel train,

D R

From and

M. W. Tarbox, formerlyof the Grand

letters remaining in the Post

after this

date, I

and will keep on hand a comWhite Granite

Stoddard, A. 8. Norton, A. G. Livergood, er of the GalvestonJouriuil of Commerce a
fine looking paper, devoted,ns its name plete stock of
The large bell for Hope Church has a?- Geo. A. Godard.
indicates, to a general review of com- and C. C. Ware.
rived, it is consideredabout four times as
Wm. Vriibeek, P. M.
merce. May success be his reward.
large as the bell in the First Refo
liberal

A

parties whose buildings

were

des-

It

troyed by the recent fire have re-considered

much

is

remarked in

EverythingIs decreasing

trade the necessary attention,

steel rails.

The

has adoptedas his motto:

Quick Sales & Small Profits

intend to devote to this line ol

Office at Holland, Mich., Oct. 18, 1877: Rapids Timet, has again entered the newsbesides the gang relaying the track with
Chs. E. Irvin, 2, Henry Kenney, Webster paper field. He is now editor and publish-

Church. It will be u nice little j
swing the big elephant, now that

DOESBURG

J. 0.

Specialty.

ous extent that it is believed he will lose

undergoing considerable 1877. All are cordially invited.

repairs,a large gang of

the Drag Store of

Makes Custom Work a

supper at their church parlors In this city sliver In one of his eyes, to such a danger-

The

WHERE?
In

wounded. The Achenese
thirty-eight killed and wounded.

whileelghty were

!

whteh 1

In Acheen,

We saw Mr. Huisman and the littlegirl in lost only
building is
’ person yesterday, and both seemed healthy
Mr. Q. Huyser, well and favorably
tinder constructionbetween E. VaKder and happy.
known as an employe in the large wagon
— -Veen’s hardware store and L. SprictApa
The Ladles’ Aid Society of the Metho- shop of Mr. Wm. Wickers, in the Village
& Son’s boot and shoe stony" on Eighth
dist Episcopalchurch will give an oyster of Zeeland, had the misfortuneto get a
street
Mr. Kenton’s

01

will

f

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

it

down next week, and the men

close

—

girl is a hoax of the first order.

animaU hate

Muskegon mills,
go

^

thinks he has discovered

—

AND

CHANGE

Boots and Shoes

Worcester “that can ketchup with

general fall market day will
ill be

expected.

is

be found on the inside; also the President

Message complete.

isn’t a vegetable,”says the

sharp eared

Penes will

and the surrender of the Nec

“There

—

nicipal entertainment.

held at Zeeland, on Wednesday,

the battle with

dealer in

that round eared animals love music, and

The

IXlfliEifWoTOrs

I

have received Indications that some

the tomato.”

and preparations are such that a big

A complete account of

condition, but

The Boston Counci men have voted not
to pay for alcoholic beverages in any mu-

For a magnificentstock of Cigars and
Tobaccos, call at Kruger & Difisoo, Wo.
45 Pearl street, Grand Rapids,

good

is in a

more new buildings are contemplated.

—

-----

We

I

iness.

i

the

Friday last.

schooner A. Plugger,

Our harbor

Saugatuck harbor is barring up.

The Board of Supervisorsafter being
In session about ten days, adjourned on

progressing slowly.

—

in

New

MEN

deduction to

who buy

those
Paris that M.

In

value, and also Medi-

dnes, be they patent or otherwise, for

&

BEAST,

The feme witk

sets or in large

Thiers in his manifesto describes M.Qrevy quantities.
of building immediately and
as “illustrious.” No man was ever more
Rockingham
Yellow
will wait until next Spring. It is Imped
succeed.
Oils, fils,
Etc,
sparing than M. Thiers ot adulatory epiWare in large supplies.
that both the Van Pullen's and Mr. KenSwitzerland has several renownet yon will agree to put up one continuous thets, and, therefore, it is not unreasong. j. vaarwerk.
ably concluded tfiat he wished to desigwatch schools, where the old fashioned brick block
We have got to be contentedwith ereallsprofits
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10 1875.
nate M. Grevy as the man most apt to be
system of watchmakingwas taught to in
In
^
The School question in Zeeland in re- his successor.
qulrlng minds. These schools are, how
SALE.
ever, rapidly fading in repute, as machin- gard to a teacher, is in a fair way of beA new sect called “the Purifiers,” being
adjusted.
Mr.
F.
Freeman,
of
Otsego,
ery of American inventionhas irenerally
longing to the Greek Church, has sprung
S’ml'lM tell .'The
Mich, is said to be the final choice, and it
supersededthe old processes.
up in Russia. Their leading doctrines are
We Invite Farmers and Citisens to come and try,
is hoped it may be a good one, who will
that all persona must marry on coming of lencee ol a modern farm-a good house, water In If we put our motto lato practice.I will guarOn Monday evening next, October 22nd, not fritter his lime away with new “fan*
abundance etc. There are aome 800 grape vines
age; that the husband must be subordin- that bear well, also 100 apple trees, pear trees, antee honest and kind treatmentto customers,at
Mr. H. Doesburg will open his evening dangoes,” but give substantial tuition.
ate to the wife, and recognize her as the
V1lD,c*ndtfnt' 11 < the lowest rates, Irrespectiveof age, sex, or social
--- -*•*school. Those unable to attend the public
a splendid site and fncreaalng In value. I'
standing.
the above for a reasonable price. Addrnta
Our readers will notice the new adver- head of the family ; and that once a week
schools or college during the day and
THOMAS LYNCH.
he must confess his sins to Ais wife.
94-1 w
Radne, Wls.
wishing tuition in Dutch, English, Ger- tisement about the fall and winter stock
have it.

We

hope, however, they

w

their plan

and

hies,

these

FRUIT FARM FOR

-

“HARD, TIMES,”

-

-

-

-

______
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The

of the Misses Van den Berge. These
Mr. Fautrat asserts that wooded lyw
bra, Mathematics,Geometry, etc., can ap- young ladies carry an immense stock of receives more Ain than bare land in its
ply to him in person. ^
choice selected goods, among which are
Immediate neighborhood. Pine forests
'—
many new novelties, and standard at tides attract more moisturethan other forests.
We tail the attention of our young men not heretofore introducedin this city. Go
Pine trees also retain in their branches
and women and their parents to the adver- and see them.
more than half the rain which falls on
tisement of Prof. Swensberg. The prothem,
while leafy, trees permit more than
Among the novelties of the coming
fessor bas received the highest ecouiums
half of the rainfall to reach the earth im
Paris exhibition will be a youth of fourman, French, Writing,

—

Arithmetic, Alge-

TOTHEPUBUC.

—

»

I,

the nnderaigned,

New

am

dally receiving

Spring Goods.

alwiys be
open from early morning to
store Will

late in the evening.
My request to theluhabltants of

Colony let

this

.

for efficiencyin tuition from all

our prom-

My

part of

at least, a

Consisting of all kinds of

and scholars in Western Mich- teen with feet shaped precisely like his
A couple were married in Georgia by a
igan, and has placed his BusinessCollege, hands. Ha can use them for the same
justice
of the peace. Unto the man he A
purposes,and plays upon the piano with
in the city of Grand Rapids, on a footing
said:,
“Sir,
will you have the beloved
that is at once an honor to himself and to both hands and feet, having u peculiar
chair which enables him to curl his body woman you hold by the right hand, in the
the State.
inent

Stock is Complete, Give me,

mediately

men

your trade.

NEW FURNITURE.

•r

and

large stock of Veil selected Wall Paper
window shades, which I sell at

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

DOESBURG.

J. O.

Holland, September

10,

1877.
-.I

name of thestateof Georgia,Oobb county
I always keep on band a full stock of
N. B.—A11 liquors, sold for
to On Wednesday last, the 17Ui inst., while good performer,and speaks both English and the new constitution, whether K'
medicinal purposes only, as
the schooner Sea Bird was making for and German. His French is yet imperfect. adopted or not, to be your lawful wedi
.the cJ*eaPMt tothednest WALNUT CASSaugatuck harbor, about two miles out, a
wile?” And to the woman he said: ir^ra
KETS in the market, and cheaper than In anv pure as you may wish them;
1
As additional particularsare received of “Madam, will you take this man to be other
man by the name of Robert Abbey, resalso, a fine stock of cigars and
the
battle of Monday last the magnitude
ident of Sangatnck, fell from the topsail
your lawful husband under the constitutobaccos,
as cheap as anywhere
yard overboard,and was drowned. The of the Russian victory and the disastrous tion of the United States and the constitu6186.
only knowledge the rest of the men extent of the Turkish defeat become ap- tion of the state of Georgia, no matter who
—
O'—-*— -parent.
It
is
now
estimated
that
the
Rusis president?”
had of the sad atiair was that they heard
Give me a call and see for
a heavy thud, supposed to be the man sians captured thirty-two battalionsof
The society formed in France a year or
nfantry,
four
briggades
of
artillery,
100
striking the rail as he fell, and subsequentyourself, before you go else
into the necessary position. He is a very

El

C O E

IT S,

place.

ly

officers,

missing him.

and

2,000 horses, besides an

enormous quantity
Since our

equate water Induced Messrs.

gend &

Me) is

sunk down
in

to

and

last year,

give

urces

it

a

and requested en-

Monday after-

fair

The Turkish loss from

all

stated at 16.000 men.

is

where.

canal to unite the Atlantic and Pacific by

„

the Darien route is making progress in its

operations. Its explorers are busily at All qualities of Carpets cheap; also,
kinds of Mattresses. »
work in the United States of Colombia,
I

A wonder, for

the First Ward,

gine No. 2, to turn out on
last

Vau Lande-

the well they have

test

for the city in

January of

noon

provisions.

late fire the question of inad-

of military stores and

Joslm&Breymaii,

two ago forthe purpose of surveying for a

trial. After

t

which science has not under the directions of Lieut. Wyae, who
offered an explanation,happened in reports his confidencethat an interoceanic

ie

town of Manlius on Tuesday last.

an
ig

half an honra* pnmpingthey found the

by the

name

A

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
8.

Holland, Sept.

98,

REIDSEMA.

1&1T,

canal by way of Colombia will soon be an

of Dalton, while driv- accomplishedfact. He speciallyfavors the

along with a heavy truck, containing Colom bian route, because

saw log 16 feet long and

all

It

will not

require

HOTEL

PEffiNIX

*

_

dium- such expensive locks as the Nicaragua
JAMES RYDER, Proprirtor.
of\9% route, while the lowest gradients and
Watchmakers | jewelers,
at the start, and it was the prevailing
ars old. Mr. Dalton, in looking around, narrowest isthmuses are also found in
This
hotel
has
changed
hands,
and
will
benoeopinion, that in spite of the dry season
DEALERS
w in a glance what had happened—saw Colombia.
forth be ran by its old proprietor.The traveling
just passed, thu well at Idast was inexhuust*
community can rdy on Uie beet accommodations.
, ie boy jump up, after the immence wheel
situation,near the Chicago depot, makes It the Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
able.
The Living luue, a ProhibitionJournal Its
handiest and easiest hotel for the weary traveler.
had passed aver him just below the ribs,
published in Boston, states that the blue
JAMES RYDER.
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
Holland, August 1877.
There are gibes in Republican organs and expectedto see him §uccomb, but the
>ine

water coming clearer and more free than

ir,

and

wing of the New York democracy. Yet
might be stated that

would be

it

'

boy seems unhurt (for a downright wonder)

over the downfall of Tilden and his reform

it

2 ft

accidentally drove over a boy

is

doing well to-day.

„
_

ribbon and red ribbon temperance revivals

New York

of Francis Murphy in

and

the converted whisky-drinkersand saloon-

Capt. Benson, at one time master of
Lord Byron’s yacht, published a book in keepers are backsliding and returning to
York if It coaid show as powerful and as
which the following passage occura. “Per- their evil habits. The Living Im* gloats
successfnl a reform section as Tilden has
over the fact, if it be one, In a manner
credit of the Republican party of

New

cy Shelley, who heretofore made no secret

given the Democracy, even
end In a downfall.

The

if it

had

to

of his

Repnblicans in

New York have exhibited less power

Infidelity,and

whose

spirits

we

that shows

it

resistance to the ring-rule and office-hold

As the prohibitory movement, however,
ing despotism in their party than the Dem
supposed to be approaching death, made are even more unsuccessful than Mr.
ocrata have. As It is better to have loved
him weep like a child. Those names Murphy’s, there would seem to be but
and lost than never to have loved at all,
which he never before pronounced but in little room for exultation of any kind by
is a good deal more honorable to have
ridicule he now called upon in moving ac- the LAving Titus,
tried and failed than never to have tried.
cents of serious prayer, and Implored the
The following art the arrivals and
protection of that being whose existence
clearances up to Friday morning.
In another column will be found a call
lost all energy,

and the horrors of what he

ii

office

of

he affected to disbelieve.”

fruitgrowersat the

of Mr. A. Visscher* next door to

this office, on Saturday, Oct.

27, at 2

o’clock P. M. and everybodyinterested
in the fruit culture is invited to attend:

Oct.

A notable Society event on Wednesday
mina Plugger, of

this city,

and Mr. Dirk

join in its compact

and promote

fits

own

Kruidenier,

take one of Holland’s finest flowers
transplant it to bis

F

more westerly

of

the association,and The bride was dressed in white si)
taireby the whole community. Do not
first one of the kind we ever saw paraded
neglect it Fruitgrowing Is destined to
up to ah alter in this city. A reception
become Immense around Black Lake and
was given at the bride’s parenu after the
RiveIl??d Uie aMociationgrowers will ceremony, and a beautiful variety of costinterest, those

augmn&W'and improve It Gome and
tell u»

your experienceof

close! and

let us preflt

the season just

by each others ex-

perieficeand observations.Come one

all!

and

Trader, from Charlevoix,9 cds
bark.
Shank, from Racine, light.
Kira from Chicago, light.

ly presents

It

Palmer House, until next Tuesday,

then proceed to Pella,

Iowa. We

~

them

a long

mam
12.- “

18.17.-

and a happy

life.

wish

18.18.-

19.-

As hundreds of Camillesleaned by experience.

with children will
convince you, and you

always keep

it

94,

Executed.

1877.

Look to Your Children

f

tub OBBA.T
SOOTHING REMEDY

I

MBS.

fair trial

will

Squiring Neatly and Promptly

WHITCOMB’S |

Soothing Syrup

in the house.

roa CHUJOREN.
•ri&ajiuS&ll] Cures Oottc

lathe
e pro-

•

Schr. Hope, to Muskegon, BOO Me butter,
900 dos. Eggs. » bu applee, 230
bu potatoes, « bria flour, 1,000
Ms feed, 100 bu onions, 130

18.-

lithe beet core for

DIARRHCEA,
A

Pall line eTfiold Peas.
Holland, Kerch

RHUBARB,

Tri-Color,from Chicago,8 car
„ boys of add, 10 pkgt
pkgt sui
snndrlee
Spray, from Chicago, light.
U. H.JosIln, from Manistee
tee, light

CLEARANCES.
Oct It—

All Kinds of Spectacles^

Compound Syrup of

Garibaldi, from Racine, light.

18.19.-

were displayed. At 9:45 they

started for Chicago, where they will stop
at the

18.18.17.18.-

A CO.

m

shingles.

11-

evening was the marriage of Miss Wilhel-

of Pella, Iowa, at the Third
This association win, In due course of time
Reformed Church, Rev. H. Uiterwijk ofbecome a powerful benefactor of the trade
fleiating. A large concourse of people
in and around this city, and it behooves
filled the church to see the gallant IqwKn
every fruitgrower to attend their meetings,

arrivals.
11— Schr, Hops, from Muskegon, so

TODD

DH.SCHOUTEFS

^

for the meeting

AM" “4
I.

TS/TT

could hear of nothing more

thought that no danger could ever appall, hateful than the snccess of any other temappeared (during a squall at sea) to have perance movement than a prohibitory one.

of

1,

FRUIT WANTED.

Pennsylvania are utter humbugs, and that

to the

IN ^ ^

“

Fine Building Site For Sale.
npHE

Beet 45 feet of Lot 5 in Block I
between J. O. Doeaburg’a Drug Hi
cabbages.
* A. Bteketee'a General Store, on Bt
Trader^ to Pine River, 100 bu Inquire of
li. DOKffBURG.
llOLLAM
ID. April 7, 1877.
8ha?kP,to Racine, *0 b« apple*,
TOO^ Re papee, 10 bu onions, 70

x

Farm

Elva to Chicago, 00 cds wood.
Garibaldi, to Radne, 800 bu ap-

SSS. -

b“

~

* b*

I

M

Children.

j O

loAftm

for Sale.

I will tell eighty acres ot splendid clay
pies, 40 bkts era pee, 1 brl flour,
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
Tri-Colorto Chicago, 80 m oak
and school house, at a bargain, 80 acres
lumber.
bpnjy, W Chicago, 88m Kim lure- of this land U partiallyimproved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the Town*• U.. H. Joelln to Manlatee,
Manistee, 1»
125 bo
Towi

bu

Subdues ConvtdalooeaaAoverf
comes ell diseases Inddeut to Inante and

Flllm0”-

Jn

Td

.HOWARD.

I

ng ton* end power to the system. |

^Sagasjsss
-------------------fOT MRS.

.

WHITCOMB’S

MXViSS

WIDOWS GREER 1*8 LAST WORDS.
Dm

goln’ to

die,” says the Widew Greeue,

In,Buch a world as thla la to-day.
filch works and ways Is too much for

remained own brother, was very similar to this lash room, as if she saw some one entering.
and unneroeivea by the as- He was an elderly man, dying of a pain- Presently, os if overjoyed,she exclaimed,
sistants. Again snd again this incident ful disease, but One which never for a “0 Charlie!” and men, after a mois repeated. It is described almost in moment obscured his faculties. Al- ment’s pause, with1 a new Start of delight,
the same* words ybv persons who have though it was knowh'fb be incurable,,he as if he had been joined by some one
had been told that he might live some else, she went on, “ And Liz f” and then
months, when somewhat suddenly the added, " How beautiful yon are 1” After
be unique, and have raisea no theory summons came on a dark Jantl&rymorn- seeming to gaze at the two1 beloVed
forms for a few minutes, she fell back on The People's Snotty
of a very striking kind* wfyiok
invisible to

,

mer

o

And dress Is the boll that they care to know,
And their pull-backs draw their gowns so tight
As to make them lookjike a perfect fright !
And their bunnetd— good gracious 1— they flaunt
and flare,

her pillow and

nothing more. It is invariably explained that the dyin&person is lying
quietly, when sndaenly, in the very act
ol expiring, he looks up— sometimes
starts up in bfed-^and gAzes on (what
appears to be) vacancy, with an expression of astoniflhinent,'sometimes developing instantly into joy, and sometimes

To prove they are all by the devil possessed !
Why, I’m afraid I’ll strike or be hanged^myself,
If I ain’t soon laid on my Anal shelf 1
There ain’t a creiur but knows to-day
I never was lunatickairway ;
But since all thet
rttOMfafcfl free,!
I’m dreadful afbeared they’llhaug up me !
There’s another thing that is pesky hard ;

-»tor.a

.1

Took dinner, a Tuesday,with Mrs. Keene.’ , •
Or, 4 Our worthy friend, Mrs. Greene, has gone
Up to Barkhampateadto aae hereon,’ .| n
Or some pesky • reporter’will 1 Interview,’
And will jfcimp out all that I ever knew,
And the next day’s paper that comes to hand

sssasr'

Andjolned In the jigs their fiddlesplayed.
And the preaching, too -but here I’m dumb

!

Star

~

Ruin from“.fau^^Hsgand prlAs; /
Women all living
___ to make a dash,
'

Stocks all goln’
goin to
______

tarnal smash ;
Tramps a-roamlngthe country through,
Half the people with notnin’ to do;
Crazy creators a-murderin’ round ;
It’s time for me to be under ground 1 .
So fare well all ; this afrthlyscene
No mars’llbe pestered by Widder Greene !”

SE&
the nat-

ural longing to penetrate, the .great secret of mortality should not have suggested to some of the inquirers into socalled “spiritual” manifestationsthat
before attempting to obtain communication with the dead, through such poor
mOthodA As 'raps sad Alphabets, they
might more properly, and with better
hope of gaining *, ghmpee through the
"gates ajar,” watch closely the dying,
and study tip psji&Mogical phenomena
which accompany the act of dissolution.
Thus, it might be possible to ascertain,
b^ ^comparison
by
comparison of numerous instances,
r among those;
s; phenomena /fere
any which seeni to
___mmcate mat the
mind, soul or self of this Jj expiring1 pe£

whi

it

__

__

a great

and/with
ose

__

.!

-

-

tendance. ffyrly at dawn nextmeming
Easter morning, as it chanced— the
poor old women who occupied the other

—an

fNo, ^Ijohn has not been able to
come.'

upon fei^phaae of exirtouce^andcoming into possession of fresh facultiea
It is at least conceivablethat some Such
indinstin— raiwht hs chserrod

above

is desired

,

—Anonymous.

somewhat singular that

two

•

,

It it

of

should be established narrated by my friend was that of a
by a larger concurrence of testimony. young girl known to me, who had passed
The following are given in the words of through the miserable experiences of a
a friend on whoso accuracyevery reliance sinful life at Aldershot, and then had
may be placed
tried to drown herself in the river Avon,
“ I have heard numberless instances near Clifton. She was in some way
of dying persons showing unmistakably sayed from suicide, and placed fora time
by their gestures, and sometimes by their in a penitentiary, but her health was
words, that they saw in the moment of found to be hopelessly ruined, and she
dissolution what oould not be seen by was sent to die in the quaint old workthose around them. On three occasions house of St Peter’s at Bristol For
facts of this nature came distinctly with- many months she lay in the infirmary
in my own knowledge, and I will, therefore, limit myself to a detail of that
vhioh I can give on my own authority,
although the chrcumstaDoes were sot so She was only 18 years, poor young creatstriking as many others known to me, ure 1 when all her little round of error
which I believe to be equally true.
and pain had been run ; and her innocent,
*‘1 was watching one night beside a pretty face might have been that of a
his case child.
.iiw u >11
appearShe never used any sort of cant (so
- ___ _______
___ ; he was common among women who have been
in full possessionof his senses, able to
in refuges), but had apparently sometalk with a strong voice, and not in the
how got hold of a very living and real
least drowsy. He had slept through the
religion, which gave hepr comfort and
day, and was as wakeful that had I been
courage and inspiredheVWith the beauconversing withhim on ordinary subjects
tiful spirit with which she bore her
to while away the long hotuf. Suddenly,
frightful suflterings. On the wall oppowhile we were thus talking quietly tosite her bed there hung by chance a print
gether, he became silent, and fixed his
of the lost sheep, and Mary 8
, lookeyes on one particular spot in the room.ing at it one day, said to me, “That is
jqst what I was, and what happened to
me; but I am being brought safe borne
greatest delight changed the whole exnow.” For a long time before her death
pressiafiof his face, and, after a moment
her weakness was such that she was
of what seemed to b& intense scrutiny^he
quite incapableof lifting herself np in
said to me in a joyous tone, * There is
bed, or of supporting herself when lifted, and she, of course, continue^ to lie
lost the year before, and whom I had
with her head on the pillow while life
known well; but the dying man had a
gradually and painfullyebbed Away, and
she seemingly became nearly uhconscions. In this state she had been left
John he was speaking, and that he one Saturday night by the nurse in atthought he beArd him arriving, so I anwhich

ii ’tainlaU idv4 so slckish ....... .
That makes this world or the other complete.
Bat law 1 I’m old, I’d betterbe dead,
When the world’s all turnin’over my head
Sperita frlaUte’ like silly fools
Bibles kicked out o’ the deestrictschools ;
that never haveleirnedto obey
the old folks out of the way ;

<

awenth

number which have
been coWmunicated to the writer, will
serve to show more exactly the point
chosen from

»

WItyT DIIH6 PEOPLE

sights *1i

....

That’s gathering over tb« sinner’s
The endless flatut

;

unknown

;

still heave the chest, it is obvious that
. OT gfep£d
___ _
the soul has steady departed.
attitude of delighted surprise for some
A few narrations of such obeervntions, minutes, then in a moment the eyelids

And rive ns a sight of the awful wrath

For

were to see some utterly unexpected but
WlWi causing him
a great surprfo,* or rap^aous joy, his
face could not better reveal 'the fact
The v.ery instant this phenomenon occurs death is aetaallr fekmr place, and

mstantly- recognised

the

Why, there ain’t no privacy,so to say,
No more than if this was the judgment day !
And as for our meetln’s— I almost swear
Whenever I put my head In there I
Why even ‘ Old Hundred ’ is spiled and done
Like everything else now under the sun.
It used to sound so solemn and slow,
4 Praiseto the Lord from all below ;’
But now it goes like a galloping steer,
High diddle diddle ! now there, now here !

I tell

«»»»

some time he had been’ perfectly silent
and motionless,apparently in a state of
stupor'; his eyes cloeed, and his breathing scarcely perceptible • As- the tardy
dawn of the winter morning revealed the
rigid features of. the ppuntenancefrom
which life and intelligenceseemed to
havauuite departed, those who watched
him lejt uncertainwhether he still lived;
but suddenly, while they bent over him
to ascertain the truth,' he' opened his
eyes wide, and gazed eagerly upward
with snch an unmistakable expression, of
wonder and jot that A thrill 6fawd ‘passed
through all who witnessed it. His whole
face grew bright with a strange gladness,

'died.

‘

]

in

1

1

1

loon

!

Instances like these might, I believe,
be almost indefinitely multiplied were
attention directed to. them, and the experience of survivors: more generally
communicated androeorded. Reviewing
them, the question seems to Dress upon
ut, why sli'btild We hot thus 'won a
glimpse of the spiritual world" thtohgh
the half-open portals wherein our dying
brother is passing? If the soul of man
exists at all' after the extinction1J of
the life of the body, what is more probable than that it should begin at the
very instant when the veil of the flesh is
dropping off to exercise those spiritual
powers of perceptionwhich we must suppose it to possess (else "were its whole
after-lifea blank), and to beepme conscious of other things than’1' those of
which our dim senses 'can take cognizance? If it be not destined to an
eternity of solitude (an absurd hypothesis)* its future companions may well be
recognized at once, even as it goes forth
to meet them. It seems, indeed, almost a thing to be expected, that some
of them should be ready waiting to welcome it on the threshold. Is there not,
then, a little margin for hope— if not for
any confident belief— that our anticipations will be verified; nay, that the
actual experience of not a few has verified them? May it pot be that when
that hour comes for each of us that we
have been wont to dread as one of parting and sorrow— ’

The Universal Pain Extractor.

Note; Ask for Rwid’s Extract,
if
Take no Other. < . now

i

!

The Ust long fwewell on the shore
Of this wide world,
off into the unknown dark,”
find that we only leave, for a
little time, the friends of earth to go
straight to the embrace of those who
have long been waiting for us to make
perfect for them the noble b'fe beyond
the grave ? May it not be that our very
first dawning sense of that enfranchised
existence will be the rapture of reunion
with the beloved ones whom we have
mourned as lost, but who have been
standing near, waiting longingly for our
recognition, as a mother may watch beside the bed of a fever-stricken child till
reason reillumine its eyes, and with
outstretchedarms it cries “ Mother?”
There are some, alas ! to whom it must
be very dreadful to think of thus meeting, on the threshold of eternity, the
wronged, the deceived, the forsaken.
But for most of us, God be thanked, no
dream of celestial glory has half the
ecstasy of the thought that in dying we
may meet — and meet at onoe, before we
have had a moment to feel the awful
loneliness of death— the parent, wife,
husband, child, friend of our life, soul
of our soul, whom we consigned long
ago with breaking hearts to the grave.
Their “ beautiful”forms (as that dying
lady beheld her brother and sister) entering our chamber, standing beside our
bed of death, and conreto rejoin us forever— what words can tell the happiness

ere

we “put

we may
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Corns, etc. ArresU IntUmmulon,reduces swell,
lor*, stops bleeding,removes discolorationand
LA DtES*1 in^’it their best Mend. It assuages the
palna to- which thor are peculiarly subjectnotably fullnessand presirare In the head, nausea,
vertigo, etc. It prompUr ameliorates and perms,
neatly heals all kin da of

II^^RK^ffftDS

or

inflammationsand

PILES

find in this the only
case, how*

immediaterelief and ultimatecure. Vo

ever chronic or obst/natccan long resist its regular use.

Ac. it haa aaved hundreds of lives when all other
remediesfailed to arrest bleeding from nose,

To8^¥ch,|?g1^rocheTlRNenralglaand
.Rheumatismare all aiUce relieved and often
•‘pCTmanentlT cored.

PHYSICIANS of all schools who

are acquainted

with Pond’s Extract recommend ft In their
practice. We have letters of commendationfrom
hundreds of Physicians; many of whom order It
for use In their own practice. In addition to tho
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ILIlf ERS-Pond’o Extract. Jfo Stock
Breeder, no Livery Man can alTord to be without It.
It Is used by all tho leading Livery Stables, Street
Railroadsand first Horsemen In New York City.
It has no equal for Sprains, Harnessor Saddle
Chafing*. Stiffness,Scratches, Swelling*, Cuts,
Lacerations, Bleedings, Pneumonia,l ollc, Dlarrhaa. Chill*,Coli^etc. its range of action la
that‘ It Is
wide, and the relief ItafTords Is so prompt
Invaluablela every Farm-yardas well as In every
Farm-house..Let It be tried once and you win
without 1L
narer be will
has l^cn Imitated.
Pen
article*
..... h lr?thewor<U Pond’s Exach battle. It Is prepared by the
tract blown In each
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STAND-DY.
MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT.

FOR MAN AND BEAST.
Established 83 Vxabs. Always cores. Always
ready. Alwajrahandy. Haa never yet failed.Thirty
mUliont have u»ud ft. The whole world approves
tho glorious old Mnatang-ttwBest and Cheapest
liniment in existence. 25 oenta a bottle. The
Mustang liniment ouree when nothing else wOL

BOLD BY ALL MEDICINE VENDERS.

THE CHEAPEST & BEST

beds in the ward werestartiedfrom their
“The man turned to me impatiently sleep by seeing Mary S
suddenly
spring np to a sitting posture in her of such I, a , vision? It may be
bed, with her arms outstretched,and her awaiting us all, There is even, perhaps,
face raised, as if in a perfect rapture of a certain probabilitythat it is actually
TO
READERS OUTSIDE
joy and welcome. The next instant the the destiny of the human soul, and that
OS THE LARGE CITIES.
little JiuLwho died last year, quite well* body of the poor gir| fell back a corpse. the affections,which alone of earthly
“ Don't yon see him then ? There he Her death had taken place in that mo- things can survive dissolution, will, like We representover 1.000 Newspapers, having a weekis,' said the man, pointingto the vacant ment of mysterious ecstasy.
ly circulation
of over 600,000 Copies,dhrldod
magnets, draw the beloved and loving
into six different lifts (coveriag different
place on which his eyes were fixed, and,
A totally different case again was that spirits of the dead around the dying. I
sections of tho country.
ti\
when I did not answer, he repeated al- of a man of high intellectual distinction, see no reason why we should not indulge
most fretfully.'Don't ton see him well known in the world of letters. so ineffably blessed a hope. But, even Advertisement, receivedfor on. or more hits. For
standing theief
When dying peacefully, as became the if it be a dream, the faith remains, built
“d oth*
“ I answered that I could not sec him, close of a piofoundly religious life, and on no such evanescent and shadowy
though
perfectlyconvinced that having already lost the power of speech, foundation,that there is one friend — and *1 Pork Row (Tines Bwlldfam), Row York*
something Was visible to the sick man he was observed suddenly to look up as He the best — in whose arms we shall
which- 1 could not nfirraire^WheaI if at some spectacle invisible to those surely fall asleep, and to whose love we
uronud with an expressionof solemn sur may trust for the reunion, sooner or
plise and awe, very characteristic, it is later, of the severed links of sacred hu- TJereU ncthftig to.Qual It, relieving you of pain In.
man affection. — Fmce# Power Cobbe, in
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change, the shadow of
The dying person'
person seems to sink lower gence died awaay, he gave a gentle sigh death passed over
r his face, and the end
A Graphic Description.
___________
did not live five min- had
and lower, as tf beti&th 'lhe waters of and expired. He
In
one
of the Justice’s courts the
ntes from the time he first sajd : ‘There
New ttthk
In yet another case J am told that at
other day a witness in an assault-andis Jim,' although there had been no sign
Advertiser.
the last moment so bright a light seemed bafcterycase gave his torsion Of the affair
of approachingdeath previous to that
suddenly to shine from the face of a dy- as
lit i • *'•'
'
r
ing man that the clergyihah and another
“
Well,
sir,
the
two
ifcood facing each
the victory of Death fe complete. When
boy friend ‘Who were attending him • iwtfunlly other, one kinder growled and the other
Agents for olno
this is -Abe-mode of dissolution,it is of
•fde- turned simultaneouflly to the Window to
kinder chuckled. Then
up
country. IUW«
, P--V -- JAled seek for the oanse.
; n
as to Agents.
tion
f child, who throughouthis long illness Another incident of a very striking faces at each other. Then one dast and
and the same
same /holds
bolds good as regards
26 Fulton Si, N. Y. City.
s had looked forward with much’hope and characteroccurred in a well-knownfam- the other dasn’t. Then they kinder walked
around. Then they poked up their hats
death in extreme old age, or after exOTIEB
ily, one of Vhbse members narrated it to
and spit bn their hands.
hausting disease, jrben the sufferer very
^
jne: A dying lady, exhibiting the as“ And then ” asked the lawyer, as the
literally
‘asleSpl” Again, there Bommer moi
rnrng if beoapp evident that pect of joyful surprise to which we have
witness
paused for breath.
he had reache
iched tuBvlAathOBr.He lost so often referred, spoke of seeing, one
yEWAXK, XEW JERSEY.
And then tthey glared at each other.
F. J. PATTERSON,Editor find Proprietor.
" « another, fbjqe of fcar brothers who Then
caused by sudden accidents, altogether
long been dead, ^^theuepparently some
;#Hf,
hiding from ptn; observation the mental
cognized, last of all, a fourth brother. kick 0itf£ 'otfiSr aH to
_
condition of the peftuit Only, in a telligenf
. _
who 'AtAs beKeVfed ’b/thd bystanders to
Jrinder got ready, pulled their hats down, IWLiat.
,
’SfijBfe' °f
cpndi- upi
he* ,be still living m India. The coupling of
and they rashed together like two big
tions are such as to cause neither inferdb' bis name witn (that of his dead brothers
Terry-boats,reared up on end, tcame
ftu*f excited such ay e-, and horror in the mind
some time, He > had turned away from of the person present that she rushed down with an awful crash, and tite next
thing I saw was this ’ere man’s coat &U
this soene, ' jwever. and was f
half senseless from the -room. In due
ripped np the back, and that ’ere man’s
and jfcis to ttjWTdiflv We ‘chh look with end of^th/j
.. ^
course of time letters tore received annoto all chawed zig-zag, and that’s all I
nouncing the death of the brother in
know About the murder.”— DefroM Free
Bunham & Bon*, Manufacturers,
India, which had occurred pome time bePress.
• it’ •
face changed to pne ofihp most wonder- fotq his dying ah*& seemed to recognize
NEW YOHK.
Women Physicians.
ing rapture, Whieh made his !half4ck»edAim.
'VPrtoaa fleaswtsa
i'1- firnio
nection with
Again, in another case, & gentleman
About thirty ^ears ago a lady physiwho had lost his only son some years cian, commanding respect by her social
previously, and who had never recovered position, liberal education and prolooks
_____ _____
from, tjhfi affiotingeventexclaimed sud- fessiouAl ksill, was something almost unto speak to ns^that he heholds* from
denly when dying* with the air of a man known; to-day there are numbers of just
his 4 Pfeak in Darien,'; an oteamj^TuZ*.
making a most rapturotis discovery," I such ladies in every large city in the
den from our view
i
v-ttttr
see him ! I see him 1” / )
Union, and in PhUadelphm particularly
gether td affimf
Not to multiply such anecdotestoo far, there are sotoe who are regarded as
the case; .but, to be the vacant walllbef
anecdotes which certainly possess a uni- among the Most accomplished professors
the subject, I backward and forward ^
formity pointing > to similar cause, of medical science, and who enjoy a
o assert the ing delight manifested^
_______ whether that cause be physiologicalor practice worth from $15,000 to $20,000
contrary. The trnth seematobj'that, pect. His mother then asked him ff psychical, I trill now conclude with one
a yeajj This is due mainly ito two
in almost eveiy familyor circle, /jnee- what he saw was some wonderful
authenticated by * near relative of the causes; First, the increasingdemand for
tions will elicit recollectionsof death- beyond the conanes dnbe
persons concerned. A late well-known the prbfesaional services of lady physiher a token that it was so _
Bishop was commonly called by his sis- cians, and the desire among educated
her hand. He at onoe took her hand
ters f* Charlie,” and his eldest sister bore women to acquire a professionat onoe
the pet name of “
Liz.” Tbeyligd
"Liz."
Thev had both honorable and intellectual: and second,
it meaning^, L
»to
been dead some years when their the rapid spread of an enlightened pubunable to speak. As
younger Aifiter* Mrs, W
, also died,
lic opinion, which welcomed women
es bht
btit before
before herfoathappi
her (toath appeared to behold a sphere of action which would
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of all the womanly attributes.—
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GENIUS DIRT CHEAP.

Salutary Stimulation,
cord of hickory wood lasts us about a
en / vital action is sluggish, a stimulant
month, and we use it on Sundays after
It be pure and properlymedicated,tBF
A Yalnable Collection of Patent Rights ohnrch, and on other days if we have
reliable agent for imputing the necesSold at Auction In New York.
friends to dinner, or the children are to
sary impetus to the semi-dormant organs,ac[From, the ^ew York
be at home. In spring and fall an open celerating the languid oi * “
Another batoh of inve
fireplaoe is particularlyns*ful. Every- the malylies to which
by auction jditferdty ;at' the
one knows how the luitiace is disliked gives rise. Physicians
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters in their practice
> and Naesau

value placed

on them

would be

cost saved in. the coal that

being in most instances
accorded them by the public. Among
the curious and useful articles offered
were the follooMK: A sort qf Rouble
.

burned to vtaste.

If

the

fire-place is

painted black there will be a good background for the red flame, and the brickwork will not bo made to look shah'

tfie

stomach and' kidhejtfanimal a drtusdtant oi
vital energy. The medicinal valneof the Bit-

Brass andirons are the best, for they never wear
ing the dirt from potatoes while harvest* ont, and the labor in keeping them
ing; a stair-carpet fastener that prevents bright is much exaggerated.The wood
the carpet from wear- an improved should be sawed in but two pieces, so as
clothes-line with s traveler-rope attach- o reach clear over both andirons. A
ment; an improved card and game table, ot of corn-cobswin make a hot, quick
with a little dial in each flap whereby daze, just before the children go up to
each player is enabled to keep score for led, and will make their slnmber all the
himself; adevioe to tun* oar awnings meeter.— Scribner for October, ’?
into "advertising mediums
an improved egg-holder; an improved dishThe Cnr in the Field.
' >of being “conThe Emperor, who is, in ordinary
Of household
rtfl*shn “im- times, onq of the hardest- working mei
th«fl( fritj on Ipgs/fcflfcri^ly.

,
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to current affairs.
suite, composed of

tank and pump for filling the bowl ; an
atmospheric ohup-d^her, warranted to
churn in less than three minutes; new
device for fastping shoes by drawing an
o'

n visible stohu?; . an improvement ift
weather strips^in connectionwith whicj
the owner offers S100 fof mry drop

perts. hinffed togetherat the bottom for

steenng
vessels; an improve^ spoon ; a machine
to operate switches and signal* from the

locomotive or cars while in motion ; an
instrumentfor licking postage-stamps
and the gummed surface of envelopes or
labels, and for cleaningand drying- pen#;
a machine for putting out the car stove
in case of a railroad accident, and an improved air-tight“individualvault or
grave.” None of these, however, aroused
much enthusiasm, except the potatoharvester and the dish-washer, w
wliieh
brought $200 Ana $35 respectively,
improved trotting sulky (Canada pa
patent)
went off at $100. A new combination
lock sold for $650. One of several automatic car-couplings offered brought $150.
A cotton and com planter, warranted to
plant from eight to ten acres per day
and do the work 'well, was sacrificed at
$50. . An apparatus for removing snow
from. railroads and a detectiveclock for
steam boilers were passed. A new stencil-cutting machine sold for $60, and a
fire-escape, consisting of a drixm to be
mounted on a roof with a chain ladder
which unwinds, for $1,000. A portable
elevator that “ can be placed
plaoed on
on a cellar
stairwav or other support and easily
ea
opcrated by one or two persons ” went for
$350. An improvementin lard presses
to provide for readily moving the pressed
cake of meat scraps from which the oil
or lard has been extracted, while in a
cylinder and under a screw pressure,
sold for $700. A machine for sharpening slate-pencilsbrought $1,000. A
combined filter and refrigerator sold for
$200. A machine for boring fence- posts
reached $1,425. A bolt for locking both
sashes by a single operation went at
$425. The New York State right to a
self- locking and extensionladder netted
$1,000. A saw with detachable teeth
realized but $100. An improved overcoat pocket for the protection of a lady’s
hand while walking with a gentleman,
brought $350; the inventorreserved the
State of Pennsylvania.
insylvania. An improvement in balancin,
icing piano keys sold for
$700. An “ adjuster,” for opening
blinds when the window is closed" with
out raising the sashes, went for the pal
try sum of $90.
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We

grant, as has recently been said,

onr houses;” but we believe it can be
made snch an important factor in the
culture of childrenthat we have no hesitation in urging others to try it In
houses that are wholly warmed by furnace, the family circle
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likely to
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they fill not want

cerned, are a miracle of cheapness. They are intended for cloaks, sacqnes,
sacques, dolmans, circulars
and jackets, for both ladies and children, and
are to be found at all the leading dry-goods
•tores to the country. Be particular to ask for
the Raritan Cloakingi,anq take po others.
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120 Monterey

congratulationswith part of the troops.
For civilians the life at headquarters is
very monotonous.—Zondon Times.
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THE BEST SPSIIHI NE^ICISE.
OgxautxTOWK.

The wonderful increase of

speed in
trotting
ag horses in 'the past few year* is
well illustrated in' ihe "distancetraveled
•aveled
in each second at the different gaits. A
horse trotting at the rate of a mile
In 3 minutesRoes each second.!.
..... 20.33
In 2 minutes55 seconds goes each second.. .30.17
In S minutes60 seconds goes each seoond. . .31.00
In % minutes45 seconds goes each secowf,. .$2 00
In 2 minutes40 seconds goes each second. . .33.60
In 2 minutes85 seconds goes each second . .34.00
In 2 minutes30 seconds goes each seoond. . .35.02
In 2 minutes26 seconds goes each seoond . .36.04
In 2 minutes20 seconds goes each second . .37.07
In 2 minutes16 seconds goes each second. . .38.08
In 2 minutes14 seconds goes each seoond. . .8V.03
.
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Bortov, Ihb.lt, *871.
costemH. R. Steven*,Riq.:
Dear Afr— About one year since I found myself In a
feeble condition from general debility,VEOETlME was
for venonaL family
etrongly reoommen
amended tome by a friend who had been
or ajrricultnral uae. Tree to *nf Addreefl.
much benefitedbylta
after uemg «e ......
CO.,
diacontinoedita
ita uae.
uae. I feel quite confidentthat there la
Ordinal Grange Supply House,
no medicine auperiorto it for thoee complaintsfor which
227 (ft K9 WiftxUh Are.. CTIU'AUn. III.
It is especially prepared,and would cheerfully re
recommend
It to thoee who feel that they need aomethtag to restore
them to perfect 1
u. iTfSt/ngiLl,
Cnnbrt fini»hed h* easy aa 1
Finn of 8. M. PettengUl4 Go..
No. 10 State Street, Boston.
The very beet, aix tor fOtlMPD
eiennt e^ of genuine Gold-PtatcOoBar and
levelSattoM gwen with each half dog. Keep's Bhtrte.
Jei p'e Shirts are deliveredFRKB on receipt of price

ft.
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While a three-minutehorse would trot
twenty-nine feet and thirty three onehundredths of a foot each second, Goldsmith Maid, when she made 2:14, really
trotted thirty-nine feet and three onehundredths of a foot— an increase of
speed equal to thirty per cent, in the
period of time called a second. It it any
wonder why there are so few Goldsmi
ith
Maids ?
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Fatal Enthusiasm.

Dan, an

BASSO

awarded the highestprtxe
IU fine chewing qnalltlee,tl
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intelligent black-and-tandog

at the Arlington flouse, committed an
act yesterday that cost him
his life. He was
is up
np in the
tin third story of
the building when two dogs on the
street below engaged in a fight. Dan
spmng to the window and looked down
on the combatants, his indignationrising
to fury as he watched the struggle. At
last his excitement went beyom
rond control,
and with a leap he cleared the window
and bounded into sp;
space. He fell on the

iS5
Free to any addreaa. No stamp
directly with the Manufacturer
Keep Manufacturing (Jo., 106 rfcrcerHL.N.Y.
i
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JHmr Air— I have had dyepepalain He wo
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medlcineewithoutolit.tiningany relief,
uunenced takingVtOETlME, eince
- haa ateadily Improved.My food
Land I have gaiafd fifteen pounds of flesh.
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pavement with a slight whimper,
unable to rise, both fore legs being
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broken by the fall. There was a wis
istfm
look in his eyes, but there was no hope,
and the report of a pistol signalized the
end of poor Dan’s career. —Day (on (O.)
Journal.
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Osgood's Heliotype Engravings.

to

itc cornet
denote
correct time,
lime, and keep in order for

ymn-Per/ectfo*
guar an Utd- will b« Given
a

way

to

eve?

of thk paper

m •

Ptaa

Olfta
Cut, ottt

nn« Oeoto* am* Mail it.

A

COUPON.

TEGETABLa PREPABATION.

The etotoest heuteholdomemente. Price
One Dollar each. Send for catalogue.

JAMES

R.

OSGOOD

“sgaA!

Watch Co*
AIRLAND, Mill.

Atalwro, Magnetic

St

CO.

$1.00 B0ST0K, MAM‘ $1.00

AGENTS
WANTED!

SINUOS
'iTjr

WILSON SEWiNB MACHINE CO.
829

fiit

tile

A positiveremedy

Dl

Ml

for

all dlseeaeeofthe

Kidney^

Bladder and UHaary Orgaasi also, good la
Proptlcal Complalnte.It never prodnceeeiekneeB,
is

tw

certain

all

CmM.

Appboved it All Phybicusb.

ire

«<***, .v™

,

alive

Oenuln* Bwl** Magnetic Tim fK

UiwquM

P.

f

contain* a full account of the

THR JIRMT,
l
have sold more uSversal ffough
Syrup than any other cough remedy. AjW. B.
Sold by J. Blocki A Co, Chicago, HI?

Wltknnt

reach. A few doeea of Tarrant's KrrERViwoEMT
Bkltzrb Aperient restores rear digestion, your ammaa an occaahmai
alterUte, your cheerfulneu,and taksn
______________
_

OF THIS PAPER.

FOR PARTICULARS, ADDRESS

b C6!i T have

Tormr

M

TO THE READERS

The great riotS
It

Boston,

What

In Life
Health
It iairorthleaa.
aaya the pale dye|>eptio.
True ; but healthla withta yonr

Vegetina i> Sold by All DrnggiiU.
, i

Given airay—k strange, mysteriousand most Wed.
extraordinaryBook, entitled“THE BOOK OB open

Wilhofts Tonic !— Unfailwo and
Infallible !— This great Chin Tonic cures
Chills without the interventionof doctorsand
their bills: No consultingvisits— no
tions to be filled— no huge bills, en
onniary embarrassments, added to ______
health. It is the friend of the poor man, because it enables him to earn a living, and of
the rich, because it prepares him to enjoy his
wfeilth. This great boon to mankind is cheap,
safe and prompt G. R. Finlay A C(>., Pro-

STEMS,

9. B.

Send

fox UniversalCough Syrup nearly three

heat,j.btt^prohev,)I
evening, are not costly,
the evening,
costly. The
ace q
moderate heat of a furnace

$300

bqSBS

Tobacco.
Tie Pkinber Tobacco, Company,
y ‘ New York. Boston and Chicago.

more

D.'

when used not

on the foot The beat
~ Indent It none of the
iwmttona of the

S.

w

CHEW

music than usual; every oneds i® full
uniform, and tii* ‘Emperor, with" his
numerous suite, in wlncii
which the bright
naif
jof! the Austrian officer^ are
conspicuous, ridas
des out and exchangee

When

to leqvi it for

The eat repre-

and

mme

coming in from

not too nicely furnished for them to use,

Woeneoekat, 1ft

Oo.,

L and keep them In
from the feeLi
"Teondltion, at
abeolutely pment, quarter-crack
acks and ecmtche*.

mo

At the time, I

the boys
The purchaser is entitled to fail veighi althe cold and ways in buying any commodity. Dooley’s
snow to find a cheerful hickory fire blaz- Yeast Powder is strictlyfull weight, beside
which it is absolutelypure.
ing on the narlor hearth, with the room
ifl.

dean,

'

Fast Trotters.

ne.

FOOT COOLERS & EXPANDERS

Send for deecripttreolreuUrJ

These goods are the handsomest and meet
stylish ever seen, and, so far u price is con-

SSsSfe'4-®

>

A

Aim

-

list

The Distance Traveled Each Second by

tenua free.

Furlong’s Patent

v

,

together; what interests one comes in a surdities,Fabulous, Enchantment, Ac. In order that &U may see this curious book, the publittle while to interest all, and the chillishers have revived to give it away to all that
dren learn to be open and free.. The desire to see it Address by postal card, F.
fire warms the heart as well as the body. Gleason A Co., 738 Washingtonstreet BosA wood fire lit early in the evening, ton, Mass.
when the children ore home from school
Honest va. FraudulentWeight.
get need to

~

latest Faction for Ladle*.,/

land
TiU)8
CO
‘2 AnAV-W«fro“rru.M

SI

Our attention has recently been called to the

Toward mid-day the
abodt fifty officers,

impaired. The children take their
friends to their own rooms, and the WONDERS.’' Containing, with numerouscarious pictorial illustrations,the mysteriesof the
mother rarely becomes intimately Heavens and Earth, Natural and Supernatural,
acquainted with their associates. Oddities, WhimsicaLStrange Curiositieg,Witches
Around a wood fire, all naturally come and Witchcraft, Dreams, Superstitions,Ab-

is all that

ewnea hone ahould have a pair o<

Sl.tt’a

ing elements known to medical botany. The
Bitters never deteriorate in the most unfavorable climates.

Time will tell, and time has told that
assemble in a large tent in front of the any man's a fool who pays old prices, when
imperial residence.^Exactly at 12 Jones, of Bingbafiitou,Binghamton. N. Y.,'
o'clock Mi*
o’clock
Mi* Majesty enters'
enters, salutes all offers Five-Ton W*g<to Bcalea. eta trial, freight
prepaid, at $50 each floe price
present, and sits down to table. First
is served the Zakuska—ihoi is to say,
Patentees and inventorsshould read advercaviare, Swiss cheese, sardines, raw her- tisementof Ed son Bros, in another column.
rings, and three kinds of vodka. Soup
FREE! Leisure
-A igjondld
and roast are then served, and cafe noir
lr
Uftrtr
or tea completes the repast. After
breakfast the Emperor again occupies ______ W horn*; /r* fo<^Ste‘ ^dS?T5*oeSj
himself with current affairs or drives .aUmpa taken) to pej' mailing espeiuea. The pnbliabout. At 6 o’clock dinner is served. It
consists of three or four courses,and
lasts about an hour. V About 9 o’clock
there is tea, and about 10 or half past 10

stone

Fires.

that an open fire is “incompetent to heat

is

Rte^maa who

a

provement ’’"which consists of attaching

^

HORSE!
Which iwi

save in fine furniture or in rich desserts

$5 to

$66

pronounce it the most ialutary tonic stimulant
they have3 ever used, and especially
y commend

but o

4

HELP
FOR THE

a

and *peedyin

ita

action. II

Beware

of

ImHatlonm

Nuuing piles,Ac.

its

fart

days: Booths^ medicine can do tiria J>

Mdanmay have been offandf

jret

is

superseding

other remedies. Sixty capsulescure la six Cr eigta

DUNDAH DICK

hr,

’

owing wtaagreamre.

Old Si Talks Logic About H&yei.

M

OommkHionsn on

Notice sf

’

Claims.

,

IsTICW

QTATE

OP MICHIGAN,County of Ottawa, ss.
The pending discussion was about “what
Probatoj
____ Court
----- Mr flhi
mid County. y Jiautc. of
th Nibhellnk, deceSMdl
Hayes said,” when one darkey annonoced Set
'he an dtrtigned having been appointedby the
The
“When you heaths er 'publicanPresi? Mid Conntv, CoramUilonera

p

am

b
ta

and alx
Q«pu:inber, A.
jjr aald Judge of Proj, to all pane na bavinir claima against said Ea.....
...
i, in which to
'resenttheir claima to ns for ex-

dent talk like he did hit's gittio' time fer

we niggers

ter

hunt dC wood*

!”

“Dal's whar all fool niggers oughter bin

“What'a you gottcr do wid hiti”

.

^Tse

—

.'

“VIEWS’

It

Nollanf, In aald eboflty,to receive and examine
aucb claima.

ISAAC MARSIUE.

goodr*

G. VAN SOHKLVKN,
A. M. KANTER8.

“How is dat?"
“Kasc der alh't no use er boldin’ er

CommMonm.
n

n

n

in front ob yer

not

Ji

saailf

Our

oaoof

how ter
“Den

hit.”

do

what’s

de

nigger

V

facilities for

ing are unequaled

and we are at

all

do?”

meat

an<

ed to execute

mmm

job

risk.

Holland, Aug

CHA8.

Dated, September 27th, A. Di 1977.
“Ah’ de only lUddera policy dat’s good
Signed, FRANK M. HARVEY,
fer de nigger now Is slickin' ter de folks Cmmiuioner of Highway*for Hit Tow rah ip

Of

all

By

dis mereheen ter de best edvantidge—ez

order of the

kinds and

I

of Michigan, to- wit: The eouth-west quarter 04)
trouaera didn’t agree with the old man.-— of the north-east quarter Ui) of section fifteen (15),
town seven (7), north range sixteen (16) west; All
Atlanta Con»tUuti-m.
said land and premises being situated (n the township of Grand Haven, Connty of Otuwa and State
of Michigan, according to the United States survey:
Xn. IiHonths “Yankscs.”
and shall offer the same for sale, or each portion of
•aid property as may be necessaryto Mtisfy Mid
About two years before the death of eAecatlon, with cost and collection fees, at public
vendue, to the highest bidder therefor,at one
Mrs, Robert jE. Lee, I happened to be a o'clock in the afternoon of the
passenger with her on the canal packet Twelfth day of If orember, A. D. 1877,
at the front door of tbfc Court House, In the City
boat from this city to Richmond. Two of Grand Haven, Ottawa Uouuty, Michigan.
Dated, Gbaud Haven, Sept. $4th, A. X)7l877.
young ladies came on board from some

JOGS VBRPLANKI.
Buckingham connty, and were
8k*if Ottawa County, Michigan.
WuntVB
A Green. In Person.
introducedto Mrs. Lee. In a short time
they commenced to abuse the Yankees, reSheriff's Sale.
peating the word VYankee” in almost
I) Y virtue of a writ of executionIssued out of
every breath. This was kept up for more AJ and under the seal of the Circuit Court for the

1

COMMERCIAL

hear the people of any one section of

our oonntry spoken

disrespectfully. j»iv,uiKbu,n-wu; »ue soiun-naiior me soutnquarter of thnnorth-eastquarter of aecilon
My husband went North soon after the weet
twenty (»), town five (B), north of range fourteen
war and found many friends there, and 14), west: All said lands and premise# being sitnated in the toWnllilp of Zeeland, County of 0 ttathey contributedfifty thousand dollars wa, Bute of Michigan, accordingto the United
Uni

77

14-ly

CARDS,
TAOS, 4*

South; we
them

know

no difference;we love

Of

Handbills,

all alike; and, as I

said before, it

exceedinglyunpleasantto me, as

my

it

was

at
is

to

hnaband, to have any section of our

country abused.”

1 am not

entirely sure

of

Mod

th*

Etc., Etc., Etc

scribed in the North, but think

thousand dollars.The
were almost

it

was fifty

rest of her

remarks

literally as I have given

ITtcd'i

One of the young ladies seemed to

wm
plPi

keenly the gentle rebuke, and her counten-

ance indicated

that it

would have been a

her If a hole in the floor had

relief to

through. Mrs. Lee at
was an invalid, and moved with

opened and
the lime

let her

the assistanceof

cratches. A more angelic

countenance than her’s I never looked
upon.

pNgv M

— Lynddnirg Virginian.

War

Rutgers College.

in

New Brunswick, Oct. 10.--On Wednesday of

last

week the class of

gers College, numbering

’70 of

Rut-

49 members,

made a raid on the armory of the college
and securing Springfieldrifles marched
into the class room where their new
professor,Mr. Merrimau, was waiting to

h:
OrmoN
J

t>

examine specimens and prices.

The

o'

some measures for

smell

preventing

skylarking. They determined upon

inflictingtwo admooitiooRon every

mem-

v

.

bottle.
JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY A
,

H.

PAST
ILLS 5
to-jCtC
^BESTWVGRLD
ov,

xv.ru :«wc>3'.

DEPOT KTwVorth

-

S^St'-PHIL-Pi

PRICE, 88 CEWT8.

Special Agents, Phil

ad'

a.

The

Class of ’79

hearing

.

and unanimously
ieso>ed not to enter their recitationroom
until their Suspended members were re-

decision held a meeting

instated.The faculty wfcre informed of
this determination.
class as a

This morning

the

they will all be

if

U is repeated to-morrow

suspended. The members

of the class say that they are

detei

uvoucu.

[Could not the above news item be used

,,....^,.0,

Elders as an argument to have

Theology reinstated in Hope College?-

Th*

All

Prices Law.

Prince of Wales is taking a deep

England

He

beaten.

--

-

doesn’t want
*

Mr. Cla.k having had fourteen years of experience in setting up and repairing Engines,Boilers,
putting In Steam heating apparatus, Pipe-bnildlne
for steam, fas and water, we will try and give satisfactionto all that give ns a call.
17,

1877.

lh-ly

The undersignedwishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that belue at
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangements with Mr. D. R. Meeugs, at Holland, at whose
T
store, on River street, all Job work for binding cun
he left. I have purchaseda new and completeline
Fine horsca and beautiful carriages,cutters,and
of tools and stock and tvillfurnish first-class work.
all kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at ont

BARN WE

OF CITY HOTEL.

A.

Musksoon, Sept. 8

GOOD TURNOUTS* GUARANTEED.

Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupell.

E. J.

Holland,

Dec. 2,

1876,

42-ly

the City of
Holland. I will sell at the following prices:
Lot 9, Block F. Lot 0, Block G, West Addition $175
each ; Lot 18, Block 8, Lot tt, Block 11, South West
The tuidorsigned line opened a hardware xtorc In
the old stand of G. J. fiaverkate, where he will Addition $175 each. Lots 1, 2, .1. 4, 5 A 0 in Block
25, as organizedplat near the M. L. S. depot at
keep constantly on hand a complete ntook of Gen$725 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $800 each.
eral Hardware.Stoves, Glass, Nalls, Farming Iraplemenu. Carpenter'sTools and everythingelse Also 0 lots West of First avetme at$128each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
belongingto our line of bUHincss.
the following Lots \ 10. 11, It, 18, and 14, In Block
E, Lots 2, 4, 5 and i In Block H. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
very.
Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.

Neatly and

TUG FOR SALE.

..o

m

CLOETINGH.

1875.

THE GREAT CAUSE
OJT

HUMAN MISERY.

Juet Published in a sealed enveloped. Price six cents.
A Lcctnre on the Nature.Treatment, and radical cure of Seminal Weakness or Spermatomen,
induced by Self Abuse, Involuntary Emissions,

tbor of the “Green Book,” Ac.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
Lcctnre, clearly proves from his own experience
that the a\Vfnl consequencesof self-abusemsy be
effectuallyremoved without medicine, and without
dangerous surgical operations,bougies, Instruments, rings, or cordials; pointing ont a mode of
cure at once simple, certain, and effectual, by
means of which every sufferer, no matter w hat
his conditionmay bo. may cure himself cheaply,
privately, and radically.

This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
Sent under seal, In a plain envelope, to any ad
drees, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or tw o
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,
1

ashare T AM authorized to sell the Steam Tng “Gem’
1 ou favorable terms. Inquire of
your Patronage.
MANLY D. HOWARD.

of

on.

and. h

Holland, Mich'

MommiHwo,,
41 Aai 8t.f ffiw Tirk; Post Office Box. 4886.

large (issortmemt of Parlor

>

Stoves,
26,

VANDERVEEN.

1877.

1877.

FALL AND

WINTER.

1877.

4--6m

1

SWEET’S HOTEL

Millinery

T. II,

LYON

Special

f

- • •

Proprietor.

Fancy Dry
a

large stock

of

Goods,
i

, .
.

i

LADIES’ FURNISHING tiOODS,

Announcement.

Scarfe, Hoods, Cloaks,

Th* undersigned desires to annonuce to

the
public In leacdU; that he ta now the sole proprietor of this well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give his peiaoual attention

|

* And

Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, German-

furnished, and now olfcrs the best of accommodations to the travelingpublic. It contains 180 handcruiuv
ii/uuin,imj
some miu
and lumuivuivuc
commodious rooms,
fifty oi
of wnicn
which can

town Canvass, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,

Ribbons, Laee Collars, Dress Silks

Work Warranted and

Give us a

before joq order, end patronlze your home'lnduatry.
call

Holland, Mich., Aug. 25 1877.

,

,

and Cloaking.
The rooms of Sweet's Hotel

personal interest in the Paris Exhibition
to be held next year.

ETC.,

mined

not to yield.

tyr; our

SHAFTING,

Lmrj, hie aidjoird Stilile,

GBAUD RAPIDS, men.

CBWmjWORK

up New Machinery,

BOOKBINDING!

iliiUlUl'

1

Manutacturersof

And’ all kinds of

^

FOR SALE.

J.

MONUMENTS

owned

the machine shop and power,

CLARK & GOODRICH.

rpiIE followingdescribed Lots in

HorjiAND, Sept.

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

Proprietors.

Kuhiitrj, Statiuuj ud Fortikli Esgitn

Call and see and give us

Leweke, Krumbein | Luce,

42-ly

Impotency, Nervous Debility, and Imped-

A

body refused to attend the class

exercises, and

Co.

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,

[Next door to IJarrlngton’sCheap Cash Store.)
this

BOSMAN.

w.

CLARK A OOODRICK,

Holland, Mich., May

Hardware Store

previouslyreceived

upon

W. VERBEEK &

GIVE USA TRIAL.

TSTEHW

and the above punishment snspends four
two marks, until after Thanksgiving.

j.

and see our

1876.

26,

stable at reasonable rates.

Johnston, Holloway & Co.

receiving four admonitionsis suspended,

who had

AND BLINDS,

CHLllINE

00.

ber of the class. Under the rules a student

0

a call

Holland, May

Setting

Promptly Repaired.

Price, $l.QQ per

Give us
Goods.

-

Great Variety.

in

STEAM

Or anything in uur line, manufactured on abort

11

members,

A

notiae.

uu outrage, and held several meetings to
provide

-

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER K&ag Nil Work, S» Ark,
. WH SHALL MAKE A
PTJLI.E'SrS, ETO,
DOORS, SASH

*-U5£'

f

faculty considered their conduct as

MERCHANT TAILOR.

SPECIALITY.

Tinware

conduct the usual mathematicalrecitations.

W. BOSMAN,

whe Having rented

DH/1T KILIsT
namental printing. Call and

iff

feel

satisfy all

All kinds of Color and Or-

v

them.

J.

MICH.

Planing, Matching,
WE HAVE

JOGS VKRPLANKE.

have accurately stated the amount
of money Mrs. Lee said had been sub-

offeredvery cheap at

Hats & Caps

Or Re-Sawing Done.

Grand Haven, Otuwa Couuty,Michigan.
Dated, September 24, A. D. 1877,

that I

of

Approved Pattern*;

November, A. D. 1811,

Sheriff of Ottawa County, Michigan.
Griswold A Okt, mintiffe Attorneys.

lot

preparedto repair all kLdifof *

the front door of the Court Honse. in the City of

_

CANAL STREET,
GRAND RAPIDS,

And we are confident we can
want

Law Blanks,

Gea, at public vendue,to the highest bidder therefore, at IS o'clock, at noon, of the

Twelfth day

Bro.,

n re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

Programmes,

have these

boys from the North as well as from the

<4)

racEHsrxx
Planing Mill.

toward the establishmentof the college

We

GOODS,

Ins

o-

Chas. Schmidt

1

over which he presided.

-

a

'

CLOTHING

BOYS’
Is

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and Granite.

«

of

Arrival

iLimssormmsmsn.

LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS,
BILL HEADS.
STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,
PRICE LISTS,

State of Michigan, and
tested on the seventeenth day of December, A. D.
1874, againstthe goods and chattels, and for the
want thereof, then against the lands and tenemenU
of John Busquet, and teme directed and delivered.
I have levied upon all the right,title and Interest
of John Busquet the defendentnamed in said exI a al A a aR... __ _
ta

a

both the

PRINTING

County of Ottawa and

a

A Hew
SUMMER

—

EngUsh & Dutch languages.

point In

to

—

Inscriptions cut in

Sheriff’s Sale.
crams nebber mind nigger suffrages!’ Dat de trufe ob what Hayss I> Y virtue of » writ of axecntlon,liaued out
JJ of and under the seal of the Circuit Court for
said, ennyhow, an' wbenebber yon 'dopts the Connty of Ottawa, and State of Mlchir. and
irenth day ol
dat flatfonn dar's gwlne ter be fatter nig
1877.
and chattela,
. instthelan
gen in Georgy dan’s bln heah senes fo’ de the want ---menu of John
-------------- .’.and to me
wah!”
delivered. I have .leviedupon all the right, title
Intereatof John Broeker, the defendant named
And only the darky with the blue navy and
In said execution, fa and to the followlngdeecrlbed
patch on the seal of his white cotton real estate,situated in the ConntyofOtUwa,State

me

o

sizes.

Township Board.

c'on-bred

exceedinglyunpleasant to

SCHMIDT.

And

long ez de greeae on de pot-licker b'ar op

ladles, it is

P.

Ofallkladfof • M

--

of fllivc.

dat he kno’s an’ sayin’ ter dem : “Yon run

AUG.

HOFSTRA.

^r. g.

it!

THE

IN

1877. 28-4w

25.

SCHMIDT,

Promptly and Neatly

“Yon’s right dart”

somewhat nervous,ana In a
gentle and ladylike manner said: “Young

Wheat, Corn, Barley, Potatoes, Apples, ButEggs, etc., taken m exchange for goods.

All kinds of Country Produce, such as

ALL KINDS OF

'

own

to get

all.

This lot of goods was traded for Real Entate, and did not cost any cash, and there
fore we can aflord to give such bargains, as seldom occur.

To the Public,
Hayes sex kno’a how ter govern; Hit's
Notice is hereby given that the Port
time dat yon niggers learnt dat freedom Sheldon Bridge (so-called) hah been condon’t mima jess votin'. Der freer we’s got demned as unsafe, and all parlies using
said bridge hereafter, will do so at tbeir
on dpt line do po’rer we’s got!”

seemed

ETC.,

Slaughtered or Sold for almost no price at

times prepar

#-ly

Maine.

bred by boldin' updese white fokes dat

than a half hoar, until presently Mrs. Lee

Clothing, Shirts, Hoisery,

HANDKERCHIEFS,

in this city,

Jtlaud,

ter Meet hlssef ter

!.:i

and rapidly at aay otbor bnalnwa. It costa
costa noth
r
In^to. try the business^Ternv and^$5 ontflr
it free.

anxiously queried another.

"Qwine

.

ter,
ter

EIGHTH STREET,

82

Opposite Van Raalle Boot and Shoe Store, and you will see the most astounding
Stock of

Job Print-

i

gwlne

.

S.

Heady Hade

^rasdta IbMe^Umua, bat

either* aex! taanjr part of
countrywho la willing to work atoadlly
at
the
employment
that we nimlah. $M per week
So dere warn’t no use ob Ue nigger tryln
inyoar own town. Yon need not he away from
ter run polylicks in dis country when he’d home over night. Yon can give yonr whole time
gotter 'pend on somebody else ter tell him to the work, or only your spare momenta. ur-

/ / /

tace when you kant slog 'cepting by 'eah

•

to

NO

JOB OFFICE.
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